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Abstract

111 the com puter graphics reahn complex objects are abundant, but often need 

to be simplified in order to be displayed interactively. As the human visual system 

is far from flawless, advantage can be taken of its weaknesses by using perceptually 

adaptive graphics during the rendering of images or animations. In this thesis, we 

attem pt to establish if visual fidelity can be improved by emphasising the detail 

of salient parts of models, found with an eye-tracking device, at the expense of 

unim portant areas. In an extension to this, we compared the effect of tasks on 

eye-movemerits in a real and virtual environment.

To begin with, we considered the problem of determining feature saliency for 

3D objects and describe a series of experiments tha t examined if salient features 

existed and could be predicted in advance. To find these salient aspects an eye- 

tracking device was used to capture human gaze data. In general, results implied 

th a t the heads of natural objects were especially salient features. Following this, 

we investigated if the visual fidelity of simplified polygonal models could be im

proved by emphasising the detail of salient features identified in this way. In the 

evaluation of visual fidelity a set of naming time, matching time and forced-choice 

preference experiments were carried out. We found tha t perceptually weighted 

simplification led to a significant increase in visual fidelity for the natural objects 

at the lower levels of detail (LOD), however, in the case of the man-made artifacts 

the opposite was true.

As a further step, we carried out some confirmation experiments to examine 

if the prominent features found during the saliency experiment were actually the 

features focussed upon during the naming, matching and forced-choice preference 

tasks. Again results demonstrated tha t the heads of natural objects received a 

significant amount of attention, especially during the naming task. We therefore 

conclude th a t visually prominent features may be predicted in this way for natural



objects, but our results showed tha t saliericy prediction for synthetic objects is 

more difficult, perhaps because it is more strongly affected by non-passive tasks 

tha t are more related to the objects.

Extending upon this, the next natural step would be to investigate what con

trols the salient features of man-made artifacts. Moreover, a large quantity of psy

chology research points to such prominent features being defined by the current 

task. Unfortunately, before these insights can be applied to computer graphics 

research, the differences between the effects of tasks in a real and virtual setup 

have to be recognised.

As a step towards finding salient features of man-made artifacts, the latter part 

of thesis concerns the framework we built, which was designed to allow the compar

ison of task performance in real and virtual environments. Realistic graphics, back 

projection, haptics and rapid prototyping were used to match the virtual scene to 

the real scene. Some placement tasks were carried out which were evaluated using 

eye-tracking. Preliminary findings established tha t attention differs between the 

real and virtual worlds. From analysis of the video overlay and the average fixa

tion duration found, it is clear tha t eye-movements are more constrained in virtual 

circumstances than in the real world setup. In the virtual scenario attention is 

consumed far more by the object currently being manipulated.

In this thesis, we experimentally show tha t the visual fidelity of natural objects 

can be preserved by emphasising their salient features at the expense of unimpor

tant areas. We hope tha t our results will be insightful to others performing mesh 

simplification. In addition, the framework developed should be a helpful tool for 

the examination of eye-movements during tasks. The preliminary experiments 

suggest tha t there is potential here and tha t further examination of tasks in a real 

and virtual situation is necessary. Perhaps ultimately, this could be extended to 

ascertain the salient features of man-made artifacts during tasks.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 M otivation

The development of interactive graphics has brought with it a need for techniques 

to manage the cost of rendering. There is a plentiful supply of complex polygonal 

meshes currently available in computer graphics, therefore, highly detailed scenes 

can be created. Unfortunately, for interactive applications, lag is not an option 

as it degrades human performance [MW93], so the complexity of these scenes has 

to be controlled in order to save on the amount of com putational power needed. 

Often, highly detailed scenes have to be simplified in order to be displayed in real

time. The major challenge is in maintaining visual fidelity under simplification. 

Simplifying models in these scenes based upon geometric properties alone may not 

be adequate if their distinguishing characteristics are rapidly lost, so, when a low 

polygon count is necessary other approaches need to be examined. One such area 

is perceptually adaptive graphics, where knowledge of the human visual system 

and its limitations are exploited during the rendering of images and animations.

Thus, the motivation for this work is based upon knowledge of visual percep

tion. Visual perception seems to perform somewhere below conscious experience, 

it is almost effortless and operates most frequently without attention. Contrary
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to coiriinoii belief a fully detailed representation of the world around us is not kept 

in visual memory and only the currently attended objects are stored in any great 

detail. Although we have the impression of high-resolution over the entire visual 

field, vision is sharpest only in the fovea, therefore, the point of gaze is closely 

related to the course of attention and perception. The eyes are moved toward 

areas where high-acuity, central vision is required or toward objects of interest 

to the current task. When tasks are involved attention is largely consumed by 

this, with little or no visual attention focussing elsewhere. Therefore, observing 

eye-movernents during different situations can provide insights into perception.

Thus, one promising solution to preserving visual fidelity under simplification, 

is to exploit knowledge of the human visual system and its weaknesses when 

displaying images and animations. If visual perception is considered, there is the 

opportunity of reducing the required computational resources. In this way, if only 

the aspects of a scene that receive visual attention or tha t are currently being 

focussed upon are maintained at a high level of detail (LOD), the computational 

power needed can be significantly reduced.

1.2 O verview

In a gaze-contingent system an eye-tracker is used to maintain the area currently 

under focus at a greater level of detail than the area in the periphery. How

ever, most computer users do not have access to an eye-tracking device to use 

in this way. Therefore, our approach is to use the eye-tracker mainly to gain 

insights into the role of feature sahency in model simplification, which might be 

useful for others when simplifying. We use the device to automatically establish 

if salient features for 3D models exist and can be predicted in advance. Through 

experimental evaluation, we wished to determine if knowledge of these features 

could be exploited during the simplification process to enhance the visual quality 

of the simplified polygonal models. Moreover, we used eye-tracking to confirm
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these results; to verify the evaluation studies and tha t the actual features found 

to be salient were indeed those focussed upon during the three tasks used in our 

evaluation.

Towards our ultim ate goal of determining prominent features, inspired by pre

vious task related research from the psychology domain, and our own experimental 

results, we designed an experimental framework to further examine these issues. 

Psychological research suggests tha t individuals have a tendency to process infor

mation from only one part of the enviromnent with the exclusion of other parts 

and tha t this limited mental capacity is usually allocated to the task, at tha t given 

time. Research involving a range of tasks; including hand washing [HSMP03], food 

preparation [LHOla], driving [SHSOl] and block copying [PHLOl], all indicate that 

visual attention is nearly always consumed by the current task. Moreover, some 

work indicates tha t it might be the task related aspects of objects th a t receive 

attention [JWBFOl]. This information would be very useful in determining salient 

features if it could be transferred directly to computer graphics research. However, 

it is likely tha t performance differences exist between tasks in a real and virtual 

environment, and it is therefore im portant to establisli these before any further 

examination of salient features can be carried out.

As a starting point to addressing this issue, we describe the framework we 

built to examine task performance during a real and virtual setup. We used this 

framework to examine the nature of a participant’s eye-rnovements while various 

3D tasks were being carried out in a  real world situation and in a matching 

virtual environment. The framework was designed using computer graphics, back 

projection, haptics and rapid prototyping. The idea here was to replicate as 

accurately as possible a purpose-built real world scene and the interaction with 

this world using haptics. Eye-tracking was used for the evaluation, to compare 

eye-rnovements during similar tasks in a real and virtual enviromnent. Following 

this we discuss some preliminary experiments carried out and our results.
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1.2.1 M eth od ology

The work in this thesis involves:

1. Determining if sahent features for a set of 3D polygonal models exist and 

can be predicted in advance, using eye-tracking.

2. Evaluating, using some psychological metrics, if the visual fidelity of these 

models can be enhanced by taking saliency data  into consideration during 

the simplification process.

3. Validating previously found salient features and our evaluation studies, using 

eye-tracking.

4. Finding how tasks control the salient aspects of objects, by building a frame

work to compare task performance in a real and virtual environment, and 

recording eye-rnovements during the evaluation.

Often it is necessary for computer graphics to operate under real-time con

straints as well as maintaining realistic and dynamic scenes. Therefore it is useful 

to know what factors influence perception and can be allocated more resources at 

the expense of other aspects. The approach taken in this thesis, was to experimen

tally determine the saliency of 3D polygonal models using eye-tracking. In it we 

attem pted to take advantage of some weaknesses of the human visual system. As 

perceptual importance is determined by the visual attention of the user, fixation 

data  was gathered from participants, using an eye-tracker, while viewing a set of 

models at a high LOD. We predicted that, if we could ascertain the salient features 

of a set of objects in this way and maintain these aspects during simplification, 

we could improve the visual quality of a set of simplified models.

To this end, we used an SMI EyeLink eye-tracker to determine which features 

of two sets of models received the most attention. The different sets of models 

enabled us to examine the infiueiice tha t factors such as object type and familiarity
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had. Then, we investigated if the perceptual quality of these models could be 

enhanced by presenting these areas of high-acuity in greater detail, thus preserving 

the perceptually im portant regions. To do this, the recorded fixation data  was 

applied as a weighting to the model simplification metric. In order to investigate 

if the models simplified this way actually did have higher perceptual quality, we 

used some experimental measures of visual perception.

The first psychological measurement gathered was naming times [WFMOl, 

WFMOO], on the set of familiar objects, this involved saying the name tha t de

scribed an object. In the case of picture-picture matching times [LBD02], pictures 

of a second set of objects were presented simultaneously and had to be matched. 

Finally, to determine if familiarity played a role forced-choice preferences experi

ments were carried out on both sets of models, this involved picking the stimulus 

with more of the experimenter-identified qualities. We wished to determine if 

there was a significant decrease in the naming or picture-picture matching times 

or a preference towards the models simplified using our approach, especially at 

the lower LOD’s.

Additionally, in the final experiment we used the eye-tracker to see which 

aspects of objects received the most attention. To validate the previously found 

salient features and our evaluation studies, we recorded eye-rnovements during 

the actual tasks of naming, matching and forced-choice preferences. Moreover, it 

was possible tha t the nature of the task affected the results, so we examined the 

difference between where attention was focussed when viewing images and making 

image quality judgements through comparisons.

The goal during this phase of our research, was to use an eye-tracker to examine 

the role of feature saliency in model simplification and, as such, our results should 

provide insights which may be helpful for other approaches to perceptually guided 

simplification. This research demonstrates that, if the salient features of natural 

objects are preserved during simplification, the visual fidelity of these models can 

be improved (see Figure 1.1).
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Figure 1.1: Predicting, evaluating and validating saliency for simplified polygonal 

models.

Psychological research suggests tha t individuals have a tendency to process in

formation from only one part of the environment with the exclusion of other parts 

and tha t this limited mental capacity is usually allocated to the task, at tha t given 

time. Research involving a range of tasks; including hand washing [HSMP03], food 

preparation [LHOla], driving [SHSOl] and block copying [PHLOl], all indicate tha t 

visual attention is nearly always consumed by the current task. Moreover, some 

work indicates tha t it might be the task related aspects of objects th a t receive 

attention [JWBFOl]. This information would be very useful in determining salient 

features if it could be transferred directly to computer graphics research.

However, contrary to the results for the natural objects, we found tha t the 

visually prominent aspects of man-made artifacts were not so easy to predict. A 

reason for this might be tha t man-made artifacts are generally related to different 

tasks and tha t prominent features may be defined in this way. It is well known 

tha t the task performed on an object plays an im portant role in determining
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where a tten tion  is focussed. M any recent studies in psychology show th a t  visual 

a tten tion  is controlled to  the m ost part by the current task, th is includes hand 

washing [HSMP03], food preparation [LHOla], driving [SHSOl] and block copying 

[PHLOl]. Furtherm ore, Johansson et al. [JWBFOl] dem onstrates th a t  it is the 

task  related aspects of objects th a t receive a tten tion , which could be useful in 

determ ining the salient features of objects. Such insights would be useful if they 

could be applied to  improve task  perform ance in graphical system s. However, it 

is very likely th a t eye-movements pa tterns differ between a real world and v irtual 

environm ent. Therefore, before it is possible to  apply insights from psychological 

research in predicting the  salient features of m an-m ade artifacts, it is im portan t 

th a t the differences in task  performance between real and v irtual environm ents 

are established.

Furtherm ore, extending from these insights and o ther background research on 

tasks from both  the psychology and com puter graphics literatu re , we im plem ented 

a framework for evaluating visual a tten tion  during tasks, in a  real and virtual 

environm ent. It is true th a t our experim ent is lim ited to  one setup  and th a t there 

are many factors th a t define a task, such as the environm ent, the na tu re  of the 

task  and the objects involved in the task. However, although we only examined 

tasks in one specific environm ent, during the im plem entation of our framework 

we tried to m atch these factors, such as the environm ent, na tu re  of the  task and 

the objects involve in the task  using realistic graphics, back projection, haptics 

and rapid prototyping to  compare task.

T he aspects of task  performance which we consider, include tria l duration  and 

eye-rnovement d a ta  during some object placem ent tasks. The eye-tracking device 

w ith scene cam era was used during evaluation in the prelim inary studies th a t we 

carried out. We wanted to  create an environm ent where it would be possible to 

compare the effects on eye-movements during identical tasks in a  real and virtual 

setup. In this framework we a ttem pted  to  replicate as accurately as possible a 

real world scene which we created and the interaction w ith it using haptics. Some
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Figure 1.2: Building a framework to examine task performance in real and virtual 

scenes.

possible future directions with this framework include; investigating how attention 

is captured for a variety of tasks, determining the differences in performance and 

strategies between real and virtual situations, finding the limitations of carrying 

out similar tasks in a virtual environment. Ultimately our aim is to to ascertain 

salient feature for man-made objects and to determine how the user experience 

could be improved, perhaps through previewing or by displaying salient object 

features [HH004] or task related objects [CCW03] in greater detail.

In this part of the thesis we describe the implementation of our framework and 

our efforts to match the setup of the real and virtual environments as accurately as 

possible. Moreover, we describe some preliminary studies tha t have been carried 

out on the real world scene and its virtual counterpart (see Figure 1.2).



1.2.2 Contribution

This thesis improves the s ta te  of understanding abou t the role th a t  saliency d a ta  

can play in mesh simplification. We experim entally established th a t  the heads of 

na tu ra l objects were particularly  salient features, by obtain ing perceptual inform a

tion through eye-tracking. Expanding upon previous, user-guided simplification 

research, we weighted the simplification m etric, not w ith user-defined aspects, 

judged by individual preferences and requirem ents, b u t with perceptual inform a

tion gathered from a  group of subjects, in order to  produce perceptually  guided 

simplified models.

We improved upon previous work by carrying out a thorough evaluation of 

our simplified models, and proved th a t the  visual quality of na tu ra l objects is im

proved when saliency inform ation is considered during the sim plification process. 

We used three different experim ental m easures of visual fidelity, originating from 

the psychology dom ain, in our studies. Experim ental m etrics com pared to  au to 

m atic ones provide a more accurate m easure of how sim ilar surfaces actually  look 

com pared to  autom atic ones. Moreover, the results from our experim entation 

provide us with o ther less positive bu t useful information; th a t the  visual fidelity 

of m an-m ade artifacts cannot be preserved in th is way, and th a t it m erits further 

investigation. These insights into the im portan t perceptual details are useful for 

others performing mesh simplification, e.g., user-guided simplification. This work 

is described in Howlett et al. [HH004].

The additional validation studies published in Howlett et al. [HH005], provide 

a confirm ation of the previous work. The eye-tracker was used as a  validation tool 

to  confirm th a t the heads of the  natu ra l objects were particularly  salient and those 

focussed upon during the evaluation tasks of naming, p icture-picture m atching 

and forced-choice preferences.

In the final phase of this work, we take a step towards ascertaining how the 

salient features of m an-m ade artifacts are determ ined. We do th is by exam ining
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the large am ount of psychological research and more im portan tly  through building 

a system , to compare task performance in a  real and v irtual environm ent. Con

siderable care was taken to recreate as accurately as possible a  real world scene in 

a v irtual envirom nent and some interesting prelim inary results were found when 

we used it for experim entation. Using eye-rnovement d a ta  as the indicator, we 

carried out some novel experim ents, in which we found th a t  there were perfor

m ance differences between the real and virtual environm ents. We provide a useful 

framework for task  comparisons and our results m erit further investigation, pro

viding a direction for future research in this area. This work has been published 

in Howlett et al. [HL005]

1.2.3 Sum m ary o f C hapters

The rem aining chapters are organised as follows:

C h a p te r  2 offers an introduction to  eye-movements, visual a tten tion  and eye- 

tracking, in particular, gaze-contingent systems. Furtherm ore, it provides a 

detailed review of previous task related literatu re  from the  psychology and 

com puter graphics domains.

C h a p te r  3 gives an in-depth description of the background inform ation on LOD 

rendering techniques and model simplification as well as the use of perceptual 

models, saliency, the fixation m etrics th a t we use, m easures of visual fidelity 

and finally the lim itations of v irtual environm ents.

C h a p te r  4 describes the first set of experim ents we carried out in which we used 

the eye-tracker to  ascertain the salient features of 3D polygonal models and 

a  discussion of our results.

C h a p te r  5 presents the modified version of QSlim, which was used to  simplify 

models based on the saliency d a ta  found. This is followed by a  sum m ary 

of the three sets of experim ents carried out to  evaluate the  visual fidelity
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of the resulting models. These included naming time, matching time and 

forced-choice preference experiments.

C h a p te r  6 outlines the validation study, whereby we tracked the participants’ 

eye-movements when they carried out the three tasks of naming, matching 

and forced-choice preferences, in order to confirm the saliency and evaluation 

results tha t we had previously found.

C h a p te r  7 describes the implementation details of our framework, which allows 

the comparison of similar tasks in a real and virtual setup, followed by some 

experiments carried out and a discussion of what was found.

C h a p te r  8 summaries the work discussed in the thesis and describes some pos

sible future directions of this research.
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C hapter 2 

A ttention , Eye-tracking and  

Tasks

2.1 Introduction

In our work we investigated what aspects of objects received the most visual atten

tion by using an eye-tracking device to record eye-movements. We incorporated 

this into a siraphfication algoritlnn and performed an evaluation study. Addition

ally, for further examination of how attention is controlled by task, we built a 

framework tha t allows us to compare tasks in a real and virtual situation.

Therefore, in this chapter we provide a brief introduction to the human eye 

and how the human visual system works, eye-movements and visual attention. 

We then describe some of the current work in computer graphics tha t uses eye- 

tracking to take advantage of the weaknesses of the visual system, especially in 

a gaze-contingent way. Moreover, we outline some previous research on tasks, 

originating from the psychology domain and, more recently, from the field of 

computer graphics, in order to prepare the reader for the research we describe in 

the following chapters.
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2.2 H um an vision

2.2.1 Introduction

In our work, we attem pted to take advantage of the weakness of the human visual 

system when rendering 3D models. We recorded eye-movements, to determine 

where visual attention was focussed for a number of reasons. Initially, we used 

an eye-tracking device to determine what aspects received the most visual a t

tention while a participant was viewing a particular model. This eye-rnovement 

information provided us with the input weighting for the simplification algorithm. 

Following the evaluation of our simplified models, we used the eye-tracker in a 

validation manner, to confirm tha t the salient features found, were those actu

ally focussed upon. Finally, as means of evaluation for the framework we built, 

we recorded eye-movements, which allowed us to compare task performance in a 

real and virtual environment. Therefore, we mention some general eye-rnovement 

terms and give an introduction to visual attention.

2.2.2 The human eye

The human eye (see Figure 2.1) is a specialised light sensitive organ, it receives 

visual images which are then carried to the brain. The eye has a spherical structure 

and is roughly 2.5 cm in diameter. Three layers of tissue make up the outer part 

of the eye, these include; the sclera: the outermost layer of protective coating, the 

choroid: a vascular layer which lines the back of the eye-ball and the retina: the 

innermost light-sensitive layer.

Light is allowed into the eye, through the cornea, a tough, layered membrane. 

The cornea is joined to the sclera. The cornea is separated from the lens\ a 

flattened sphere made from layers of transparent fibers, by watery fluid called 

aqueous humor. The lens is surrounded by the ciliary muscle. The iris lies behind 

the cornea in front of the lens, muscles surrounding it control how much light is
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perm itted into the eye through the lens. The main body of the eye, behind the 

lens, is filled with a jellylike material called vitreous humor, therefore, the eyeball 

remains bulgy.

.sclera-ciliary muscle
cornea choroid-V

retina-

lens
fovea —

ris

optic disc

optic nerve

Figure 2.1: The human eye.
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The retina lies and the back of the eye, and is made up largely of light- 

sensitive nerve cells, which are shaped like rods and cones. These photoreceptor 

cells capture light rays and convert them into electrical impulses, which travel 

along the optic nerve to the brain where they are turned into images. The optic 

disk, is where the optic nerve leaves the eye and has no visual receptors, therefore, 

it forms the blind spot. The macula lutea, lies directly behind the pupil and the 

fovea is located at the centre of the macula lutea. Cone-shaped rods make up the 

sensory layer at the centre of the fovea.

2.2 .3  W orking o f th e  eye

The process which allows the eye to focus is known as accommodation. The ciliary 

muscle controls the focal length of the lens by flattening it. D istant objects can be 

seen without accommodation but for closer objects the lens is made increasingly 

round by the ciliary muscle. The lens brings objects to focus on the retina.

The visual field of the eye consists of a tiny central region of sharpness sur

rounded by an area of less visual acuity. Due to the neural structure of the retina, 

the eye sees with most clarity only in the region of the fovea. The reason for this 

is tha t this area is made up of cone-shaped cells. These cells are individually con

nected to other nerve fibers, so tha t stimuli to each individual cell are reproduced 

and fine details are distinguished. The cone-shaped cells give us the ability to 

appreciate colour.

In the surrounding area there are rod-shaped as well as cone-shaped cells, 

which increase in number with distance from the fovea. Rod shaped cells are joined 

in bunches, and therefore, respond to stimuli over a larger area. The rods carmot 

determine fine detail in the visual image but work well in poor lighting conditions. 

These rod-shaped cells have a high sensitivity to light and are responsible for 

peripheral and night vision. Dim objects can be seen at night on the peripheral 

part of the retina despite them being invisible to the most central region.
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Despite this, we are not aware tha t our visual field contains a region of high 

acuity or central vision surrounded by an area of decreasing detail. This is because 

the eyes are always in motion, continually bringing different parts of the visual 

field into the foveal region of interest as the attention shifts from one object to 

another.

2.2.4 Eye-m ovem ents

Eye-rnovements carry the fovea and visual attention to parts of the scene to be 

fixated upon and processed at high resolution. A number of different types of eye- 

movements have been identified by researchers [BG85]. Here, we are particularly 

interested in fixations. Movements, called saccades, enable us to direct our eyes 

to different areas of our visual field to be focussed upon. Research has shown 

tha t when viewing an image or scene, the eye tends to fixate and saccadc between 

a certain rmmber of locations repeatedly [Yar67, NS79]. A sequence of these 

locations create what is referred to as a scanpath. Scanpaths are regarded as being 

idiosyncratic; tha t is, although people may share the same locations of interest 

in a scene, they will move around them in different sequences. Furthermore, the 

task at hand can affect the resultant eye-movements, as pointed out by Yarbus 

[Yar67],

2.2.5 Top-down and bottom -up attention

There are two distinct types of attentional processes; bottom-up and top-down 

attention. In the bottom-up case, visual attention is attracted  automatically by 

the salient aspects of a scene. It is a rapid and involuntary process, the eye is 

drawn immediately towards visually prominent or im portant features, without a 

conscious decision being made. For example, one red dot among a set of green 

dots would attract the viewers attention. The eye responds well to a few parts of 

the scene and poorly to everything else [IKOO].
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In the other scenario, where attention is top-down, attention is directed vol

untarily towards object of current interest. These are controlled by the particular 

goals of the viewer when a scene is being studied. There are many cases of task 

related research which show evidence of this [LHOla, SHSOl, PHLOl]. In addition, 

these mechanisms implement our longer-term cognitive strategies.

2.2.6 V isual a tten tion

A great deal of research literature theorises tha t attention consists of a hierarchical, 

two-stage selection mechanism. The first stage is referred to as the pre-attentive 

stage and refers to the early processes tha t operate in parallel across the whole 

visual field. It is unlimited in capacity [IKOO]. This stage precedes an attentive 

stage tha t is of limited capacity and can only process a limited number of items. 

When items move from the pre-attentive stage to the attentive stage, they are 

considered to be selected and regarded as having entered into the consciousness 

of the observer and been made available for higher level cognitive processing. The 

development of computational models of attention began with Feature Integration 

Theory [TG80], which viewed the perception of objects within the framework of 

the two-stage process.

More recently Rensink [RenOO] has proposed a theory of attention which in

volves three steps. The first step occurs before there is any focussed attention. 

He suggests that low-level objects which he names proto-objects are continually 

formed, rapidly and in parallel across the visual field. They can be complex, but 

are volatile objects and don’t have any real memory. In the next step, he claims 

tha t focussed attention chooses a few of these proto-objects and stabilises them. 

This representation has a high degree of coherence over space and time. In the fi

nal step focussed attention is released, and objects lose coherence and return back 

to their constituent proto-objects. He says tha t there is hardly any consequence 

on an object of having been attended.
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2.2.7 Change blindness and inattentional blindness

The role of attention in perception is a big topic within the psychophysical commu

nity. Studies on change blindness have shown tha t even somewhat large changes 

in a scene can go unnoticed when the view is otherwise interrupted. Numerous ex

periments have demonstrated tha t humans can miss large changes in their field of 

view when they occur simultaneously with brief visual disruptions, such as an eye 

saccade, flicker, shift of the picture, a film cut or a blink [SirnOO, Ren02a, Reri02b].

Another perceptual phenomenon tha t has been recognised more recently is 

inattentional blindness. This occurs when a stimulus tha t is not attended is not 

perceived, even though the person is looking directly at it. This suggests tha t 

conscious perception is not possible without attention [MR98].

A major point from this work is tha t perception of the visual world is not as 

detailed as our subjective experience lets us believe. We do not have the capability 

to process everything in our visual field to the same degree, even though we are 

under the impression of having a fully detailed representation. We have a limited 

field of view, and the fovea our most acute visual area being only a small subset 

of this. Furthermore, it has been shown tha t focussed attention is needed for the 

conscious perception of change [ROC97]. Visual attention is a selective mechanism 

whereby some information receives enhanced cognitive processing.

2.2.8 D iscussion

Taking on board the research on visual attention summarised above, we hypoth

esised that, when an object is being viewed, only certain aspects receive focussed 

visual attention and tha t this is im portant in determining what the user perceives. 

Therefore, we investigated whether, if these prominent feature were maintained 

at the expense of unim portant areas, the visual quality of simplified polygonal 

models was preserved. In our research, we also recorded eye-movernents when we 

studied task performance. Eye-niovements of subjects were compared while they
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carried out sim ilar tasks in real and virtual envirom nents.

2.3 Eye-t racking 

2.3.1 Introduction

In our research we used an eye-tracking device to record the necessary eye-movernent 

d a ta  and found the aspects of models th a t received the m ost visual a tten tion  (see 

Figure 2.2). Eye-tracking provides inform ation on where and how visual a tten tion  

is focussed while viewing a  scene. It is often used to  analyse the  perception of 

the participan t, as it gives inform ation th a t is often lost in a  verbal report. Ad

ditionally, it shows where a  participant fixates before they perform  an action as 

well as the aspects th a t are focussed upon w ithout any cognitive processing. Eye- 

tracking gives accurate inform ation on what aspects receive focussed a tten tion  

(i.e., are visually im portan t), for investigation, evaluation and testing  purposes. 

Visual inform ation is often a  more accurate m easurem ent th an  opinions and pref

erences, particularly  when trying to predict w hat m ight happen in the future. 

Recently, eye-tracking has been used instead of trad itional m ethods such as time, 

error m easurem ents or subjective ratings in usability testing  [PHG"'"04].

Figure 2.2: EyeLink II eye-tracker with scene camera.
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Additionally, eye-tracking has been used in an attem pt to compensate for 

the increasing demand on rendering power, this includes the development of gaze- 

contingent systems [Duc02] and peripherally degraded displays [Red98, WWHW97] 

Gaze direction can be exploited by finding the area of screen space tha t corre

sponds to the foveal region of interest, which is tiny at approximately 2, and 

rendering only this in any detail. As single user can only focus on the portion 

of the display directly under the fovea, computational power can be saved by de

grading the image quality in the periphery. Following, is an account of some of 

these techniques.

2.3.2 GEize-contingent system s

Computer display resolution poses a constant challenge for the creators of ren

dering hardware, as more pixels consume more computational resources. Gaze- 

contingent systems manipulate the display so tha t the most informative details 

of the display are generated at the point of gaze and are more degraded in the 

periphery [Duc02]. The high resolution area moves with the user’s attentional 

focus, so the area under scrutiny is always rendered a t a higher resolution. Eye- 

tracking, with current sampling rates of up to 500hz, can be used to determine 

what is being attended and high quality can be preserved at the the foveal Region 

of Interest. In some of the earlier work from this area, Murphy and Duchowski 

[MDOl] presented a gaze-contingent LOD rendering system. They describe an 

operational platform for real-time gaze-contingent rendering of multiresolution 

geometric objects. Their gaze-contingent viewing allowed near-interactive frame 

rates compared to frame rates tha t were too low to measure when the scene was 

drawn at full resolution. Parkhurst and Niebur [PN04] also evaluated a percep

tually adaptive LOD technique, which renders the currently attended objects in 

greater detail on a standard desktop system.
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2.3.3 Focus plus context screens

In addition to  the regular gaze-contingent displays, Baudisch et al. [BDDG03] 

present several other a tten tive  displays, th a t take advantage of the  hum an vi

sual system . They use eye-tracking and aim to m atch the subjective quality of a 

non-degraded display. They describe research into Focus Plus C ontext Screens an 

extension to  normal gaze-contingent displays, which only degrade the resolution 

in the peripheral image regions (see Figure 2.3). Foveal regions of a rb itra ry  shape 

or size can be created, w ith peripheral regions degraded by a rb itra ry  means such 

as colour or contrast and not simply resolution. Additionally, the  sim ultaneous 

display of m ultiple foveal regions is possible, which can be used for prediction. 

Usually, when peripheral content is rendered a t low resolution, the  display hard 

ware is still the same resolution as any o ther p a rt of the screen surface. However, 

in the case of a focus plus context screen, there is a  difference in resolution between 

the focus and the context area. It contains a  wall sized low-resolution display with 

an em bedded high-resolution screen. The display content pans and can be brought 

into high resolution focus as required. This is interesting for large m aps or chip 

design where certain areas need to  be focussed upon.

In relation to Focus Plus Context interfaces, Lau et al. address the  need to  

quantify the costs of such interfaces and their effect on visual perception. In 

their work they propose a  new methodology, using the recently developed “shaker 

paradigm ” [Ren04], which finds the threshold of perceptual invariance on scal

ing and rotations. They em pirically investigate the effect of various Focus plus 

Context transform ations on hum an perception and dem onstrate  th a t  the “shaker 

paradigm ” can be used to  investigate the effects of nonlinear distortions in Fo- 

cus-l-Context systems [LRM04].
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Figure 2.3: A Focus Plus Context Screen. (Image from [BDDG03] courtesy of 

Andrew T. Duchowski.)

2.3 .4  A tten tive  user interface techniques

Baudisch et al. [BDDG03] also describe atten tive user interface techniques for 

directing a  system ’s resources towards the scene com ponents in real-tim e 3D 

graphics. Specifically, atten tive 3D-rendering engines are discussed, which use 

a  viewer’s gaze position to  vary the LOD a t which an object is draw n (see Lue- 

bke et al. [LRC“'‘02], for further details). A lthough sim ilar to  a  gaze-contingent 

display, such approaches have one m ain difference; objects in an a tten tive  3D- 

rendering engine are simplified a t the object geom etry level instead of the  image



2.3 .5  D iscussion

In all of the cases described here, the idea is to use the characteristics of human 

vision when designing computer displays, the most significant characteristic being 

the difference between foveal and peripheral vision. Using eye-tracking in varia

tions of gaze-contingent displays increases display frame rates and responsiveness. 

Even though rendering and display hardware continuously improve, there will 

always be a need for alternative means to compensate for the demand for more 

power and resolution. However, we do not use the eye-tracker in a gaze-contingent 

way, but rather for determining the prominent features of a set of models in ad

vance of rendering. Only a small group of people have access to an eye-tracking 

device, so the aim of our research is to gain valuable insights which might enable 

the design of better LOD strategies. As we found the use of visual saliency to be 

beneficial at lower LODs, this information could be used when rendering scenes 

tha t contain a large number of objects, like during crowd simulation. In certain 

highly detailed scenes with a large quantity of background or peripheral objects, 

when computational time is limited it is useful to know tha t the visual fidelity can 

be improved by enhancing the salient features of natural objects. Furthermore, 

although less positive, when designing systems it may be helpful to know tha t the 

salient features of man-made objects can not be found in this way. In our research, 

we also use the eye-tracker as a validation tool, to confirm previous results. In 

addition, it is used to record eye-movernents in order to evaluate the difference 

between task performance in our real and virtual setup.

2.4 Task perform ance 

2.4.1 In troduction

There is much research from the field of psychology suggesting th a t visual activity 

is largely controlled by task. Generally, the experiments carried out involve the
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m onitoring of eye-rnovements while a  participant carries ou t a  complex na tu ra l 

task  in a  real world situation. These include food preparation, block copying, 

sandwich making, na tu ra l m anipulation and hand washing tasks.

2.4.2 Fam iliar tasks

Land and Hayhoe [LHOla] com pared the results from two eye-tracking studies 

which investigated the relationship between eye and hand movements in food 

preparation  tasks. They showed th a t tasks could be divided into a  series of actions 

performed on objects. The next object in the  sequence was often focussed upon 

before any m anipulation action occurred. The eyes usually fixate the  same object 

th roughout the action upon it. However, they often fixated the next object in the 

task before the previous action was completed. They described the specific roles 

of the individual fixations:

1. Locating - establishing the locations of objects for fu ture use.

2. D irecting - establishing target direction prior to  contact.

3. Guiding - supervising the relative movements of two or three objects.

4. Checking - establishing w hether some particu lar condition is m et, prior to  

the term ination of an action.

They concluded th a t  eye-movernents during this kind of task  were nearly al

ways consumed by task related objects, so a tten tion  is prim arily top-dow n and 

influenced very little by the bottom -up salience of objects. Generally, m an-m ade 

artifacts are thought of in reference to  a task, which is possibly why we did not 

find any positive results when we tried to ascertain  their salient features.

In o ther work, Hayhoe et al. [HSMP03] recorded eye and hand movements 

during the task of sandwich making. Again results showed th a t  alm ost all fix

ations focussed on the task. As change blindness suggests th a t  the inform ation
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retained over fixations is lim ited, they investigate how much of the inform ation 

used during a task  was obtain  during previous fixations. More specifically how 

much inform ation is needed for guiding the movements of the hands and eyes. 

Their results are largely in agreem ent w ith earlier research th a t  the  inform ation 

obtained is often transien t and task-specific. They say th a t  a  lot of na tu ra l vision 

can be achieved with a  “just-in-tim e” representations.

Johansson et al. [JWBFOl] examined gaze-hand coordination in a  na tu ra l 

m anipulation task, where participants had to grasp and move a  bar to  a target, 

and found similar results. The bar had to  be moved either directly or around an 

obstacle, and then returned to  the support surface. Results showed th a t  partici

pants alm ost exclusively fixated certain  landm arks critical for the  control of the 

task. Com pulsory landm arks included those a t which contact events happened. 

Exam ples of these included, the grasp site on the  bar, the target, and the  support 

surface where the bar was returned after target contact. O ptional landm arks in

cluded any obstacles in the direct movement pa th  and the tip  of the bar. They 

found th a t  the moving bar was never fixated upon. H an d /b a r movements fol

lowing gaze and were linked concerning landm arks. They found th a t m ost of the 

fixations in their task were directing fixations, as described above [LHOla]. They 

conclude th a t gaze supports hand movement plam iing by m arking points to  which 

the grasped object are then directed. They dem onstrated  th a t  partic ipan ts nearly 

always directed gaze to  objects involved in the task  and, therefore, the  salience of 

gaze targets arises from the functional sensorim otor requirem ents of the task.

In addition, Pelz et al. [PCBBOl] recorded eye-rnovements during the famil

iar complex task  of hand washing. Partic ipants were instructed  to  walk to  a 

bathroom , wash their hands, and re tu rn  to the sta rting  position. During this 

procedure the eye-movements were recorded. These experim ents revealed a novel 

perceptual strategy, seconds before inform ation was needed for a  task, objects of 

future interaction were foveated. These look-ahead fixations were task  dependant 

and used to achieve m axim um  efficiency during inform ation gathering in a  natu ral
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task. They propose th a t look-ahead fixations are used to  strategically  d istribu te  

a tten tion  and visual resources to  optim ise inform ation gathering during natu ra l 

tasks.

2.4.3 Block-copying tasks

In their experim ents, Pelz et al. [PHLOl] studied the in teractions of eye, head, 

and hand movements during a  simple block-copying task. During the task  there 

were some fixations dedicated to  gathering inform ation abou t the pa tte rn . As 

well as these, o ther fixations were used to  visually guide hand movements when 

picking up and placing down blocks. Partic ipan ts used coordinated p a tte rn s  of 

eye, head, and hand movements in a  fixed tem poral sequence. However, these 

pa tte rn s  varied w ith respect to  the im m ediate task context. Coordination was 

m aintained by delaying the hand movements until the eye was available to  guide 

it. Their results suggests th a t  observers m aintain coordination by setting  up a 

tem porary, task  specific coordination between the eye and hand.

2.4.4 Driving tasks

Driving is another area of task related research which has received significant 

a tten tion , one example of this being work by Shinoda et al. [SHSOl]. They exam 

ined the ability of drivers to  detect the presence of stop  signs in a  v irtual world 

if these signs were present for only a lim ited period of tim e. They dem onstrated  

th a t  bo th  the instructions and the local visual context largely controlled detection 

performance. This suggested th a t  active search is necessary to  notice a  sign and 

th a t  the frequency of this search is influenced by w hat knowledge was already 

known about the s truc tu re  of the environm ent. They point out th a t, in the ac

quisition of visual da ta , top-down processing is an im portan t con tribu ting  factor. 

T he highly task-specific fixation pa tte rns revealed in perform ance of na tu ra l tasks 

support this idea.
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2.4.5 A dditional task  findings

In o ther interesting research, Hayhoe et al. [HBB98] showed th a t  fixation du ra

tions revealed effects of the display changes th a t were not revealed in the percep

tual report. In their experim ent they m ade task  relevant display changes during 

saccadic eye-movements. They changed the colour of the targe t object during 

a  saccade. Despite, results showing th a t the length of fixations on the models 

p a tte rn  increased, depending on the point in the  task th a t the change occurred, 

there was no verbal report of this. This indicates th a t the  visual inform ation 

th a t is retained across successive fixations depends on the task  dem ands a t th a t 

m om ent. This is consistent with previous suggestions th a t visual representations 

are lim ited and task dependent [LHOla].

In their research Ling et al. [LH04] investigated w hether the  characteristics, 

i.e., the colour and size, of a  3D object in teracted  in an object sim ilarity task. 

To investigate this, they used domelike objects, w ith varying shape and size as 

the stimuli. The tasks included two discrim ination tasks and one object sim ilarity 

task. Partic ipan ts had to  select the object which was bigger than , the sam e colour 

as, or m ost similar to a  reference object. They found th a t  objects w ith a  more 

sa tu ra ted  colour appeared larger. Further, they dem onstrated  th a t  during the 

object sim ilarity task there was an interaction between the  two a ttribu tes.

2.4.6 D iscussion

The m ajority  of this work supports the common idea th a t visual perception is vir

tually effortless, th a t it works below conscious experience and m ostly w ithout the 

help of atten tion . The eyes are moved bo th  toward areas where high-acuity, cen

tra l vision is required and toward objects of interest to  the  curren t task. Therefore, 

m onitoring eye-movements during tasks can provide insights into the  im portan t 

aspects of objects, determ ined by their relevancy to the  task  a t hand. In addition 

to recording and exam ining eye-rnovements in a  real world situation , th is testing
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needs to  be extended to the virtual world, if the knowledge is to  be successfully 

used to  aid rendering in com puter graphics.

2.5 Tasks in graphics and perception

2.5.1 In troduction

Reccnt work in the field of com puter graphics includes research th a t dem onstrates 

experim entally th a t  it is possible to  render non-task related objects in less detail 

th an  task  related ones. O ther work investigates the  relationship of delay and 

difficulty to user perform ance during a placem ent task. It also examines the 

effects of previewing, which occurs when certain  aspects of a  scene are shown in a 

prelude to  a  task. Moreover, we describe some work designed to  investigate how 

the visual fidelity of real objects and self-avatars affects task perform ance in an 

immersive v irtual environm ent.

2.5.2 S elective rendering during tasks

In the field of com puter graphics, recent work by C ater et al. [CCW03] further 

supports the idea th a t visual a tten tion  is largely controlled by task. They showed 

experim entally th a t it is possible to render scene objects not related to  the  task a t a 

lower resolution w ithout the viewer noticing any reduction in quality. They carried 

out experim ents involving a task  on a  still image. P artic ipan ts were required to 

count the rmrnber of teapots in a  com puter generated office scene, which was 

rendered a t three different levels of resolution; high (3072x3072), low (1024x1024) 

and selective level. At the selective level the  scene was m ostly rendered a t a low 

level except for the  visual angle of the fovea (2 degrees) centred on each teapo t 

(see Figure 2.4). All scenes were exactly the  same except for the  position of the 

teapots. Results showed th a t, when carrying out a task, participan ts consistently 

failed to notice any difference between the high and the selective quality  image.
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Figure 2.4: A selective quality image, whereby it is uiostly rendered at a low LOD 

except for the visual angle of the fovea (2 degrees) centred on each teapot. (Image 

from [CCW03] courtesy of Alan Chalmers.)

Twenty percent of observers even failed to notice the difference between the 

high and low quality images. Furthermore, when there was no task involved, the 

difference rarely went unnoticed. This demonstrates tha t people primarily attend 

to task related objects and the authors postulate tha t such objects can often be 

identified in advance, depending on the task. They show experimentally tha t it is 

possible to render scene objects not related to the task at lower resolution without 

the viewer noticing any reduction in quality. The main advantage to this approach 

is tha t attention is only dependent upon a specific task and not on the individual 

user. Therefore, no eye-tracker is needed as different people performing the same 

task should, the authors claim, be using similar visual processes. They show how
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task semantics can be used to selectively render in high quality only the details 

of the scene tha t are attended to.

Sundstedt et al. [SCCD04] take this further by investigating to what level 

viewers fail to notice degradations in image quality, between task and non-task 

related areas. They consider how an image can be selectively rendered when a 

user is performing a visual task in an environment (see Figure 2.5). In particular, 

they investigate to what level viewers fail to notice degradations in image quality, 

between non-task related areas and task related areas, when quality parameters 

such as image resolution, edge anti-aliasing, reflection and shadows are altered. 

Their results confirm that, at least for edge anti-aliasing, inattentional blindness 

can in fact be exploited to significantly reduce the rendered quality of a large 

portion of a scene, without having any effect on the viewers’ perception of the 

overall quality of the rendered image. Additionally, this research shows that, 

when performing tasks, the low quality of non-task related areas even within the 

visual angle of the fovea, largely goes unnoticed.

Figure 2.5: Kalabsha temple scene - high quality image on the left and on the right, 

white objects show the task quality areas and the surrounding white circles show 

the selective quality areas. (Image from [SCCD04] courtesy of Alan Chalmers.)
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2.5.3 Performance gains during tasks

This task  related research by W atson et ai ,  although not directly related to  the 

area of visual fidelity, is an interesting approach which could perhaps be extended 

to  incorporate it. Moreover, it is also interesting as tasks of this na tu re  involve the 

user in teracting with the  scene, in comparison to a passive task  such as counting. 

In their work, they m easured placement errors and tim e in 3D object placement 

tasks, and dem onstrate the effects of delay and difficultly on results. Moveover, 

they examined the effects of previewing, by indicating wfien an object was in the 

appropriate  position. Partic ipan ts wore a head m ounted display and interacted 

w ith the environm ent using a  plastic mouse gripped like a pistol. The environm ent 

consisted of two rectangular yellow pedestals. On top of the left pedestal there was 

a  translucent box and on top of the right one there were two translucent squares, 

coplanar to  two of the right pedestal’s vertical sides (see Figure 2.6). In one 

experim ent, participants had to  place a  sphere into the box on the right pedestal 

by releasing the mouse. For the second experim ent, previewing was implem ented 

by a colour change when the sphere was in the correct position over the  box but 

had not yet been released by the mouse.

o

Figure 2.6; A schem atic view of W atson’s placem ent experim ents - two pedestals 

with a translucent box on left and two translucent squares on the  right. The 

spherical cursor is moving between them . (Image from [WWWR03] courtesy of 

Ben W atson.)
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The study  had 3 levels of delay irnplemeuted by adding a  delay during each 

frame and 6 levels of difficulty implem ented by varying the w idth of the right 

pedestal. For the second experim ent, previewing was im plem ented by flashing 

the sphere when it was in position. Results for the first experim ent showed th a t 

placem ent errors and tim e increased as delay and difficulty increased. Delay has 

a greater im pact on performance when difficulty is high. Results for the  second 

experim ent shows th a t  previewing reduces placement tim es and lim its the  effects 

of delay and difficulty. One possible direction with th is work would be to  examine 

eye-rnovernents as well as m easuring error and time, while partic ipan ts carried 

out these tasks. It would be interesting to  see how eye-movernents are affected by 

delay, difficulty and previewing.

As described in Section 3.3.2, Parkhurst and Niebur [PN04] dem onstrate th a t  

the behavioural costs associated with perceptually adaptive level of detail (LOD) 

techniques can be offset by the behavioural perform ance gains during visual search 

tasks on desktop systems. However, they make an im portan t note th a t  the  natu re  

of the task  affects the am ount of trade-off' and behavioural research th a t  is needed 

before perceptually adaptive rendering using LOD reduction techniques can be 

exploited fully.

2.5.4 Tasks in virtual environm ents

For other sorts of tasks, in particu lar those of a  dangerous and expensive nature, 

v irtual environm ents perm it learning, training and practicing th a t  would be o th 

erwise impossible. However, Lok et al. [LNWB03] investigated some lim itations, 

such as whether in teractiv ity  and effectiveness is decreased by having all objects 

virtual. They also exam ined if the visual fidelity of the v irtual objects affect 

performance. They conducted an experim ent to exam ine how the handling of 

real objects and self-avatars affects performance in a  spatia l cognitive task  in an 

immersive v irtual environm ent. Perform ance in a block arranging task  was moni-
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tored in a  real-space setup, in several v irtual environm ents and in a  hybrid setup. 

They showed th a t, when the task was to m anipulate real objects in a  virtual en

vironm ent, the task  performance was brought closer to  th a t  of real space, than  

when m anipulating virtual objects. O ther research shows th a t  providing generic 

self-avatars results in an increased sense of presence, com pared to  providing no 

self-avatar [SU93, SU94]. However, they hypothesise th a t, if the self-avatar was 

not accurate representation, the sense of presence would be reduced.

T here have also been previous studies com paring perform ance in real and vir

tual setups. Thom pson et al. [TWG"*‘04] have shown th a t  participan ts are signifi

cantly  less accurate a t judging distances in visually immersive envirom nents th an  

in the real world. Moreover, Mohler et al. [MTCR~'^04] carried out studies using 

treadm ill-based virtual environm ents to  sim ulate the perceptual-m otor effects of 

actually  walking around in the real world.

2.5 .5  D iscussion

We described some of the research into task  perform ance and analysis in com puter 

graphics. It dem onstrates th a t task  related aspects of images can be rendered in 

high detail, with little or no loss in the overall visual fidelity. This suggests th a t 

there is potential here to  save on com putational resources. We also provide some 

inform ation abou t research on tasks in v irtual environm ents. In our work we 

extend upon this by building a  framework which can be used to  com pare tasks in 

a  real and virtual scenario.

2.6 Concluding com m ents

In this chapter we gave a  brief introduction to eye-rnovements and visual atten tion , 

as well as a description of some recent work using eye-tracking, especially in gaze- 

contingent display design. In our work, we do use eye-tracking, b u t not in a  gaze- 

contingent way. R ather, we record eye-movernents to  ascertain  the prom inent
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features of a set of 3D polygonal models. We also carried out some confirmation 

studies and preformed the evaluation using eye-tracking in our framework.

Moreover, we provided an account of some of the task related research from 

the computer graphics and the psychology domains. A lot of the psychological re

search involved tracking the eye-rnovements of participants while they carried out 

a natural task. Generally, results showed tha t attention was completely consumed 

by task related objects. Participants usually fixated on the current object with 

some look-ahead fixations. Furthermore, some computer graphics researchers have 

exploited attributes of the human visual system to limit what has to be rendered 

during tasks.

In our research, we wish to expand upon some of these approaches, by exam

ining task performance in a truly interactive, rrmltisensory environment. We try 

our best to maintain correspondence between a real and virtual situation. We 

recorded and compared the eye-movements of participants while they carried out 

similar tasks in a real world and virtual scenario. A description of the framework 

we built is detailed in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 3 

Simplification and V isual F idelity

3.1 Introduction

For interactivity in computer graphics, the ideal is to have the most realistic dy

namic scene possible while meeting real-time constraints. Often the computational 

cost of rendering complex models is too great when real-time graphics are required. 

To control processing time, simplification has to be preformed and a major chal

lenge is in preserving the visual fidelity of simplified models. Purely geometric 

simplification can result in a rapid loss of im portant features. Therefore, when a 

simplified version of a polygonal model is required, it is sometimes necessary to 

look a t other approaches. These include perceptually adaptive graphics, where the 

limitations of the the human visual system are exploited when displaying images 

and animations.

To this end, our work involves investigating whether the visual fidelity of 

a set of simplified models can be improved if saliency data, ascertained using 

eye-tracking, is taken into consideration during the simplification process. Some 

experimental measures of visual fidelity were used to evaluate this. In this chapter, 

we provide an overview of work relating to these topics. Initially we describe 

research on level of detail (LOD) rendering techniques, model simplification and
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the reduction of model complexity based upon user selection. Following this, 

we provide a sununary of some of the wide variety of work tha t takes models 

of visual perception into consideration during rendering. We give an account of 

work relating to saliency and some background information and reasoning to the 

fixation metrics th a t we chose to use in order to predict the salient features. We 

provide a surmnary of the typical ways to measure visual fidelity and discuss the 

three experimental measures we used for evaluation in our experiments. Finally, 

we give a brief introduction to virtual environments and their limitation.

3.2 Sim plification and levels of detail 

3.2.1 In trod u ction

W ith detailed polygonal meshes everywhere in computer graphics, rmmerous tech

niques have been developed to reduce scene and model complexity. Included are 

methods whereby displayed scenes have to be adjusted in real-time or in non

interactive situations, where the model geometry is simplified to contain fewer 

polygons.

For real-time applications such as computer games th a t operate on limited 

hardware or over a network, the size and complexity of the scene geometry has 

to be controlled. It is often the case tha t simplification has to be carried out 

in order to m aintain interactivity. If there is too much detail the resulting lag 

caused in the system could have a huge effect on performance. There has been 

some research on lag: MacKenzie and Ware [MW93] discuss sources of lag and its 

effects on human performance. They show tha t it degrades human performance 

in motor-sensory tasks on interactive systems. They present a model which shows 

a strong multiplicative effect between lag and difficulty. These findings are of 

particular im portance during the design of interactive 3D computing systems. 

If it is not possible to add more parallel processors or to get higher performance
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hardw are, m ethods of sirnphficatiori are needed. Furtherm ore, a  num ber of studies 

dem onstrate th a t lag or a variance in the frame ra te  can effect the users’ ability 

to carry out certain  tasks [RPG99] and can lead to  nausea and m otion sickness if 

it occurs in head-tracked system s [BM98].

We describe research on LOD techniques, view -dependent sim plifications of a 

polygonal model and in terruptib le rendering. Simplification based upon object 

geometry, specifically the quadric error m etric, and more recent work on user- 

guided simplification system s are also discussed.

3.2.2 Level of detail (LOD) techniques and related work

The use of I.OD techniques, described in detail by Luebke et al. [LWC'*'02], is one 

possible strategy to  reduce scene complexity during rendering. LOD techniques 

try  to  find a balance between detailed virtual worlds and sm ooth anim ations, 

by adjusting the  workload in real-time. Geom etric objects are represented a t a 

num ber of resolutions. There are num erous schemes for im plem enting LOD using 

selection criteria based upon an ob jec t’s distance, size, velocity or eccentricity. 

These m ethods a ttem p t to improve performance of applications by m aintaining 

various representations of certain  objects, each varying in complexity. Then the 

m ost suitable representation based upon some criteria  is selected. C lark [Cla76] 

carried out the initial work in this area and since then  there  has been work on 

a num ber of selection criteria. These include selecting an appropriate  LOD for a 

model based upon the distance from the viewpoint [CB97], the pixel size or area 

on the display device [Wer93], eccentricity (the degree to which it exists in the 

periphery) [WWH97] and velocity relative to the user [OYT96].

Some algorithm s save hierarchical representations of objects and only render 

visible and close portions of the model in any great detail. X ia and Varshney 

[XV96] present an algorithm  for performing view -dependent sim plifications of a 

triangulated  polygonal model in real-tim e. The sim plifications are dependent on
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viewing direction, lighting and visibility and are performed by taking advantage 

of image-space, object-space and frarne-to-frame coherences. Taking this a step 

further, Klein and Schilling [KS99] describe a  new approach for b e tte r  estim ation 

of normal deviations between the various LODs. This provides accurate lighting 

w ith a  m inimum  rmmber of triangles.

A nother related idea is in terruptib le rendering, as described by Woolley et al. 

[WLWD03], which is a  trade-off between fidelity and performance. It combines 

the  spatial error caused by rendering and the tem poral error caused by delay to 

create a single image-space error m easure called dynam ic visual error. Basically, a 

progressive rendering framework is used, which draws a coarse image to  the back 

buffer. This is continuously refined while the tem poral error is sim ultaneously 

checked. W hen the error due to  the tim e delay becomes greater th an  the error 

due to  the coarseness of the image, increasing the quality of the image any further 

is pointless, so the image is rendered (see Figure 3.1).

Figure 3.1: The ideal instantaneous image th a t reflects the latest input is shown 

in silhouette (coloured outlines). The left image is coarsely sam pled, representing 

some spatial errors. The right image is finely sam pled bu t as a  result is quite late. 

T he coarsely sampled bunny actually represents lower dynam ic visual error. (Image 

from [WLWD03] courtesy of David Luebke.)
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3.2.3 G eom etric sim plification

As objects can be captured at a high spatial resolution, which results in some 

models being hugely over-sampled, numerous methods have been developed to 

simplify geometries [CMSOO]. In the past, geometric methods have been used to 

reduce the demand for time and memory during rendering [RusOl]. More specifi

cally, the quadric error metric developed by Garland and Heckbert [GH97], which 

is used as the basis for the QSlim software, allows for a surface simplification 

algorithm which can rapidly produce high quality approximations of polygonal 

models. QSlim uses this to provide fast and accurate geometric simplification 

to automatically produce simplified models. It closes topological holes and joins 

unconnected regions. The algorithm uses iterative contractions of vertex pairs to 

simplify models and maintains surface error approximations using quadric ma

trices. By contracting arbitrary vertex pairs their algorithm joins unconnected 

regions of models.

Expanding upon this, Hoppe [Hop99] adapted the original approach which used 

the quadric error metric, to take appearance attributes into consideration when 

simplifying meshes. This new metric is based upon 3D geometric correspondence, 

needs less space, evaluates more rapidly and results in simplified meshes tha t are 

more accurate. Appearance attributes are not always continuous over the mesh, 

this results in surface creases and material boundaries. To handle this, they use a 

wedge-based mesh data structure which captures such discontinuities effectively.

Geometric simplification could be expanded for complex scenes, where there 

is a demand on resources, selectively processing graphics based upon geometric 

properties and other significant attributes. Moveover, there is the possibility to 

combine this with our saliency based simplification which could preserve im portant 

regions in the case of some models. A selective rendering system would be ideal 

because it would be useful to selectively ignore the saliency information for certain 

objects, such as man-made artifacts.
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3.2.4 User defined sim plification

Figure 3.2: Reducing semantic blurring of the head. Original cow on left( 10,000 

faces), automatically simplified cow in middle (588 faces). Manually improved 

cow on right (588 faces). (Image from [LWOl] courtesy of Ben Watson.)

Figure 3.3: Reducing functional blurring. Here, the entire horse is covered with 

texture, but there is a strong colour discontinuity in the texture. The last two 

models have the same number of faces, the middle produced by qslim, the right 

with semisirnp.(Image from [LWOl] courtesy of Ben Watson.)

Expanding upon pure geometric simplification, Li and Watson [LWOl] devel

oped Semisimp, a tool for the semiautomatic simplification of highly detailed 

models. This tool allows users to improve the quality of extremely simplified 

models by manipulating the order in which primitive simplifications are applied, 

the vertex positions of simplified models, and the hierarchical partitioning of the 

model formed during simplification. The user is able to manually preserve seman

tically (see Figure 3.2) and functionally (see Figure 3.3) distinct model regions
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th a t  are blurred by autom atic simplification algorithm s, including facial details, 

regions bound to  articu lated  skeletons, and details em bedded in tex tu re  m apped 

images.

Following this, is work by Kho and G arland [KG03], which was also preceded 

by research from Cignoni et al. [CMRS98], in which they provide a user guided 

simplification system. This extension to  QSlirn gives the user the  ability to  se

lect the im portance of different areas on a  model using a  weighted quadric error 

m etric. In addition, they  provide a tool th a t allows the  user to  apply geometric 

constraints, which preserves features by guiding the placem ent of vertices on the 

approxim ation. Therefore prom inent features of the user’s choice are preserved 

which would be lost if fully autom atic sim plification was used. To dem onstrate 

this, they apply weights around the eyes and constrain ts to  the  tee th  of a  dragon 

model in an a ttem p t to  preserve the scary aspects of the  object. Furtherm ore, they 

m easured error by the closest Euclidean distances from the original un-simplified 

model. These user-guided approxim ations show less error around perceptually  

im portan t regions {e.g., the eyes) with increased error on o ther less im portan t 

aspects like the chin. However, the perceptually im portan t aspects are defined by 

the requirem ents of the user and they  provide no formal evaluation, to  prove th a t 

the models simplified in this way have a  higher level of visual quality  in general.

Also expanding on G arland and H eckbert’s quadric error m etric is work from 

Pojar and Schrnalstieg [PS03]. They present a tool for user-controlled creation of 

multiresolutiori meshes, allowing selective control of simplification. They a ttem p t 

to find areas of high sem antic or functional value by using weights as well as 

the quadric error m etric during simplification. These im portance weightings are 

supplied by the user for a  particular mesh region thereby controlling the au tom atic 

simplification process. This is done through a  M aya plug-in interactively, and the 

original Q uadric Error M etric of G arland and H eckbert [GH97] is weighted by 

the user input during simplification. The resulting framework allows the  user to  

improve the quality of a  m ultiresolution mesh by taking sem antic and functional
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importance into account. Their interface works in real-time and is user-friendly.

3.2.5 D iscussion

Although systems these days can generate hugely complex models, perhaps with 

even more detail than the user can actually perceive, maintaining high quality 

while displaying in real-time is still a concern. The ideal would be to simplify in 

order to reduce the computational load without losing any of the visual quality. 

Often simplification based upon geometry alone can create computer graphics 

renderings tha t appear very degraded to the human observer. Even manually 

selected user-defined simplification can result in rendering more polygons than are 

necessary, resulting in a waste of computational resources as many imperceptible 

details are produced.

Current user-guided simplification systems preserve prominent features during 

simplification at the expense of less im portant regions. These aspects are simply 

hand picked by the user, judged only by opinions and preferences, and maybe 

useful and necessary for many applications. However, as eye-tracking data  repre

sents more accurately what viewers perceive and process when viewing an object, 

it should provide a more accurate prediction of the viewers’ expected behaviour 

i.e., what aspects are likely to a ttrac t and maintain other viewers attention while 

examining tha t object. In our work we expand upon previous approaches by 

gathering perceptual information. We find the prominent features by examining 

where exactly the user attends, while viewing a model. Moreover, similar to pre

vious user-defined simplification, we incorporate the data  into the simplification 

procedure to maintain prominent features defined in this way at the expense of 

the less im portant regions. There is also the potential for our perceptually based 

simplification to be used in selective algorithms. The increased visual fidelity of 

natural objects a t low levels of detail under our method could be exploited in 

specific circumstances. However, for other cases, geometric simplification or sim-
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plification based upon different a ttrib u tes  may be more appropriate . O ur negative 

results for the m an-m ade artifacts when simplification is saliency based, suggests 

th a t th is m ethod would work best best in conjunction w ith o ther rnetfiods, which 

take other factors into consideration. In addition, previous studies on user-guided 

sim plification do not provide an evaluation of the models produced in th is way. In 

our work we expand upon this, by performing a thorough evaluation of the  m od

els produced using perceptually guided simplification, using some experim ental 

m easures of visual fidelity.

3.3 Research using perceptual m etrics and m od

els of visual perception

3.3.1 In troduction

There has been a significant am ount of work on incorporating principles of per

ception in m anaging LOD for rendering meshes. Some of the LOD techniques 

described above have been adapted  based upon perceptual criteria. Perceptual 

models can help improve sim ulations by optim ising w hat is actually  presented to 

the user, removing im perceptible details and saving the  resources th a t could be 

used elsewhere. For example, spending tim e com puting properties such as shape, 

shading and lighting etc. for objects located in our peripheral vision, which we are 

unlikely to  perceive in real tim e task  oriented operation, wastes resources. O ther 

ways of exploiting the lim itations of the visual system  include studying m ethods 

preserving the visual fidelity of models under simplification. The background here 

provides some inform ation on perceptually adaptive LOD rendering techniques, 

simplification driven by perceptual m etrics and predicting fixations.
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3.3.2 Perceptually adaptive level of detail rendering tech

niques

Parkhurst and Niebur [PN04] provide an evaluation of two perceptually adap

tive LOD techniques on ordinary desktop systems. One is a velocity-dependent 

technique, which takes advantage of the fact tha t vision is less sensitive to the 

geometry or other properties of moving objects; and the other is a gaze-contingent 

technique (see Section 2.3.1 for more detail), which renders the objects being fo

cussed upon in greater detail. These were implemented in the Unreal rendering 

engine on a standard desktop computer. In each experiment, the task was similar 

to the traditional visual search paradigm often used in psychological experiments 

[KJ94, WCG94, HH03], in tha t participants had to search for a target object in 

a display. Results suggest tha t reducing the detail can reduce target identifica

tion. However, the increase in frame rates helps with virtual interaction. Overall, 

the behavioural costs associated with perceptually adaptive LOD techniques can 

be offset by the behavioural performance gains on desktop systems. However, 

they also stress tha t the nature of the task is im portant in determining the exact 

cost-benefit trade-off.

Reddy [Red98] investigates how to optimally selected a specific LOD so that 

the user is not aware of any visual change, based upon da ta  from the field of visual 

perception. They present a system for implementing LOD tha t is driven by models 

of visual perception and evaluate the systems performance. The results suggest 

tha t both velocity and eccentricity LOD should be implemented together, as their 

individual contributions, are negligible, and tha t distance optimises performance 

by far the most.

Although, a significant amount of research dem onstrates tha t rendering as

pects tha t are attended to in greater detail can improve visual fidelity, Watson et 

al. [WWH04] have more recently provide further insights into the im portance of 

rendering in the periphery. They point out tha t much of the previous work on
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LOD control is based upon perception a t the threshold (see Figure 3.4), despite 

the fact that most LOD control happens above threshold. The threshold is exactly 

the point at which a stimulus first becomes perceivable. They highlight results 

from perception research tha t show how supra-threshold perception differs from 

perception at threshold. Their results show tha t LOD should often be increased in 

difficult situations, compensating for the challenging environment and m aintain

ing a sufficient level of perceptibility. Threshold-based LOD control should only 

be used when supra-thresliold contrast is low. When LOD control begins to affect 

task performance, detail should be preserved where sensitivity is lowest. Detail 

should be added to low contrast regions before high, and to eccentric regions be

fore foveal (see Figure 3.4). Perhaps, to fully exploit the limitations of the human 

eye, current LOD systems which successfully use gaze data  to enhance the cur

rently attended objects and improve visual fidelity, could ultimately incorporate 

these insights on LOD in the periphery, to improve system performance.

Figure 3.4: A view presented in the second experiment. Here the periphery uses 

the 20 x 15 LOD, while the lowest contrast background is used. The central area 

is (always) displayed at the highest HMD resolution. Four distractors are shown. 

(Image from [WWH04] courtesy of Ben Watson.)
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3.3.3 Sim plification driven by perceptual m etrics

H um an vision sensitivity varies w ith spatial frequency. Some algorithm s try  to 

take advantage of th is by lim iting the  spatial frequencies th a t can be im pacted by 

a change caused by simplification [Red96].

Luebke et al. [LHNBOO] present a  unique polygonal sim plification m ethod 

whereby local simplification operations are driven directly by perceptual m etrics, 

ra ther th an  the geometric metrics. The effect each operation has on the resu ltan t 

image is judged by the contrast the operation causes in the  image and the spatial 

frequency of this change. If the effect of the operation is perceptible, as judged by 

equations derived from psychophysical studies, the operation is not carried out. 

They also incorporated gaze-directed rendering into their system , w'hich allows 

the  image to be simplified more in the periphery th an  a t the centre of vision.

In more recent work by Luebke and Hallen [LHOlb], they dem onstrate  a  novel 

approach to reducing model complexity th a t is driven by perceptual criteria. They 

use a  psychophysical model of visual perception to create a  framework th a t  im

proves interactive rendering and is used for m ultiresolution rendering techniques. 

The circum stances under which simplification will be perceptible are determ ined, 

and those th a t are deemed perceptible are not carried out. Their framework is 

applied to view-dependent polygonal simplification and factors such as im percep

tible simplification, silhouette preservation and gaze-directed rendering are taken 

into account. Their results dem onstrate th a t im perceptible sim plification was 

achieved with a lim ited reduction in polygon count when th is m ethod was used. 

In their evaluation it was found th a t the probability of seeing a  difference was no 

b etter than  chance. They claim th a t  models could potentially  be reduced even 

more i.e., up to  three tim es further, w ithout a  degradation in perception due to 

the conservative estim ate of the spatial frequency a t present (see Figure 3.5).
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Figure 3.5: Original Stanford Bunny (69,451 faces) and a  sim plification by Lue- 

bke and Hallens perceptually driven system  (29,866 faces) (Image from [LHOlb] 

courtesy of David Luebke.)

Closely related is work from W illiams et al. [W LC“'‘03], who describe a  best- 

effort simplification of polygonal meshes based on rules of visual perception. Best- 

effort rendering is a form of tim e-critical com puting where processing m ust occur 

within a certain  tim e budget. This work applies to  a  wider range of models 

and accounts for textures and dynam ic lighting. They use param eterised tex tu re  

deviation to m easure distortion more accurately, leading to  b e tte r  sim plifications 

for a  certain  num ber of polygons. The simplification of lit models is improved 

by accounting for both  specular and diffuse effects, under bo th  G ouraud-shaded 

vertex lighting and per-pixel norm al-m ap lighting. Here the focus is not so nmch 

on im perceptible simplification, bu t on the  approach of perceptually-guided best- 

effort rendering to  a budget. The m ost obvious advantage of this approach is 

on vertex-lit models, because the distortion and tessellation artifacts in specular 

highlights are highly perceptible. Normal m aps are used to  m aintain  sm ooth 

highlights even a t low resolutions. The system  has the ability to simplify low- 

contrast regions and to preserve high-contrast areas such as silhouettes.

Reddy developed a  view-dependent LOD system , which uses a  model of visual 

perception to  remove non-perceptible regions when rendering terrain  [RedOl]. In 

o ther to  predict the user’s lim ited vision, he uses a model of visual acuity based 

upon the extent to  which a feature is in the periphery and velocity. He shows th a t
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his system saves on computational power and optimises performance.

3.3.4 Predicting fixation

In some cases, a model of visual attention has been used to predict fixations in

stead of tracking the user’s gaze. Privitera and Stark [PSOO] have investigated 

and developed a methodology to automatically identify a subset of algorithmi

cally detected regions of interest using different Image Processing Algorithms, 

and appropriate clustering procedures. The goal of their work is to replace hu

man visual attention and eye-rnovement patterns with an engineering approach. 

Although only a small portion of those available, they dem onstrated tha t the set of 

algorithms they used accurately predicted eye fixations w'ithin their experimental 

constraints.

Similar to this, M arrnitt and Duchowski [MD02] have developed and evaluated 

a new method for the comparison of human and artificial scanpaths recorded in 

virtual reality (see Figure 3.6). They use a string editing methodology for the 

evaluation of human-human or human-artificial scanpaths. They compare the 

sequence of regions of interest identified using Itti et a l’s. attentional model 

[IKN98] with those recorded from a human observer. The experiment examined 

three different scenarios; a simple cube, a panorama, and a more complex graphical 

environment, which participants were allowed to free-view. They showed that, for 

all three situations, the similarities between the human and the artificial scanpaths 

are less than expected. Although this attentional model works reasonably well for 

still images, it does not accurately predict human fixations in a virtual reality 

environment. They found tha t the attentional model assigns attention to a wider 

area of the image, whereas observers pay more attention to the central region of 

the display.
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Figure 3.6: Human (left) and artificial (right) scanpaths. (Image from [MD02] 

courtesy of Andrew T. Duchowski.)

3.3.5 D iscussion

Evidently, from the work described above, the use of knowledge of visual per

ception appears to offer the possibility of maintaining high fidelity scenes in a 

reasonable time. As our visual system is far from flawless, there is a great op

portunity to exploit this. By taking into consideration the fact tha t the final 

image will be viewed by the human visual system, rendering time can by saved by 

not computing those parts of the scene which will not be focussed upon. In our 

work we wish to determine what aspects of a set of polygonal models receive the 

most visual attention and take advantage of this data  during the simplification 

procedure.

3.4 Saliency  

3.4.1 Introduction

Past research on saliency included efforts to locate prominent object features in 

images [WCT98], and image based techniques to find areas of high salience [IKN98, 

YPGOl]. In our work we are interested in saliency not in image-based approach



bu t a t the object geometry level [CT99, LVJ05]. However, unlike o ther work, we 

used an eye-tracker to  find the salient features of a  set of 3D objects. As previous 

research dem onstrates th a t focussed a tten tion  is im portan t in determ ining w hat 

the user perceives and th a t fixations are a  good m easure of a tten tion , we are 

interested in finding fixation d a ta  for each object. We give a  description of prior 

work on saliency, bo th  image and object based, and some background on eye- 

rnovements and the three fixation m etrics we decided to  employ.

3.4.2 Previous research on saliency

Some of the previous work on saliency includes th a t  of W alker et al. [WCT98], 

who describe object features as being salient, when it is unlikely th a t they  are rnis- 

classified with any o ther feature. In their work, they locate salient object features 

by using a probabilistic m easure of saliency, calculated from several objects to 

select objects features. In their approach they take advantage of a  set of training 

images, assum ing a correspondence between them  is known. T hey tra in  sta tistical 

models for each feature, using vectors taken from a rmm ber of tra in ing  examples. 

The probability of misclassifying a  feature is found using these feature models, 

w ith salient features having a low probability. They dem onstrate th a t  salient 

features can be relocated b e tte r th an  features chosen by hand or using other 

m ethods.

Also, described by I tti et al. [IKN98], is a  perceptually-based technique which 

results in a significant reduction in the com putational load. Their visual a tten tion  

system  was guided by insights from the behaviour and the neuronal architecture 

of the  early prim ate visual system . The model used is related  to  the  Feature 

Integration Theory [TG80], explaining hum an visual search strategies. One topo

graphical saliency m ap is created by combining rrmlti-scale image features. A 

dynam ical neural network then selects a ttended  locations in order of decreasing 

saliency. Additional uses of this m ethod include image base rendering, realistic
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image synthesis and geometry LOD selection.

More recently, Yee et al. [YPGOl] present a  m ethod, which is based upon the 

model of I tti  et a i ,  th a t exploits the lim itations of the hum an visual system , to  ac

celerate global illum ination calculation in pre-rendered anim ations. Spatiotem po- 

ral sensitivity determ ines the am ount of error th a t  is tolerable. A spatio tem poral 

error tolerance m ap is created to  accelerate rendering, using psychophysical d a ta  

based on velocity dependent contrast sensitivity. This m ap is then  extended with 

a model of visual a tten tion  so th a t areas where a tten tion  is focused is rendered 

more accurately. W hen applied to  anim ation sequences, results indicate an order 

of m agnitude of improvement in com putational speed.

In a  lot of work on saliency involving scenes, salient features cannot be lo

cated in a physical sense. C utzu and Tarr [CT99] find salient object features by 

physically locating these features on object geometries. They judge the  percep

tual object features as the salient areas on an objects surface. In their work they 

present an algorithm  which uses either goodness-of view scores m easured a t sev

eral viewpoints, or perceptual sim ilarities among several object views, to  find the 

relative perceptual saliences of the  features of a  3D object. T he salient regions 

found, using the assum ption th a t salience varies slowly on a surface, empirically 

shows the object structu res im portan t in hum an 3D object perception.

Very recent work by Lee et al. [LVJ05] incorporates a  model of low-level hum an 

visual attention. Instead of using m athem atical m easures such as mesh curvature 

in their calculation, they use a  saliency measure. T hey present the idea of mesh 

saliency, as a m easurem ent of the regional im portance, for 3D meshes, as well as a 

m ethod to com pute it. W ith low-level hum an visual system  cues in m ind, they  use 

centre-surround filters w ith Gaussian-weighted curvatures in their calculations. 

They dem onstrate th a t incorporating mesh saliency can improve the visual fidelity 

of several graphics tasks including mesh simplification and view point selection. 

Their prelim inary results indicate th a t mesh saliency m ay capture  features of 3D 

models th a t are im portan t to the hum an visual system.
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3.4 .3  F ixation  m etrics we used

111 order to m easure the sahericy of particular aspects of objects, we recorded the 

eye-movement of participants while viewing certain  objects. We used the  fixation 

d a ta  to  determ ine saliency, as fixations indicate the user’s spatial focus of a tten tion  

over tim e. Loftus and M ackworth [LM78] suggest th a t  the eyes fixate on areas 

th a t  are surprising, salient or im portan t through experience, therefore we used 

three fixation m etrics to  m easure the saliency of objects. Laarni et al. [LRS03] 

described some tem poral measures of fixations including fixation duration  and the 

num ber of fixations.

One interesting m etric was the  to ta l duration  of all fixations on a region while 

a  scene is being viewed [HH98]. The to ta l am ount of fixation tim e on an area 

of interest is generally in terpreted as the am ount of in terest a  viewer has in th a t 

particu lar visual element, and it is also in terpreted as the am ount of tim e spent 

processing the inform ation [Lat88]. Baker and Loeb [BL73] found correlations 

between ratings of the im portance of sections of geom etric forms and durations of 

fixations on those sections.

A nother m etric was the num ber of fixations on each triangle in the mesh. Ac

cording to F itts  et al. [FJM50], the num ber of fixations on a  particu lar display 

element should reflect the im portance of th a t elem ent, so more im portan t dis

play elements will be fixated more frequently. Also G oldberg and Kotval [GK99] 

show th a t in visual search, once the  participant has found w hat they  are in ter

ested in, the num ber of fixations indicates the am ount of in terest in a  visual area. 

Furtherm ore, M ackworth and M orandi [MM67] m ade com parisons between visual 

fixations on, and verbal estim ates of, the relative im portance of regions w ithin 

photographs. They found th a t the regions th a t were ra ted  highly for inform ative

ness produced the highest fixation frequency.

Henderson suggests th a t the duration  of the first fixation on an object [Hen92] 

is also a  good fixation m etric, our final metric.
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3.4.4 D iscussion

As our aiin is to  find salient object features determ ined by the  hum an observer 

and as fixations indicate the user’s spatial focus of a tten tion , we used an eye- 

tracking device to  gather some relevant fixation data . Bearing in m ind former 

eye-movernent research, we recorded fixations and decided th a t  the prom inent 

features of the objects should be chosen based on some com bination of these 

values. Values were recorded for the to ta l length of all fixations, the  duration  of 

the first fixation and the to ta l num ber of fixations.

3.5 M easures o f visual fidelity

3.5.1 Introduction

In order to ascertain  how good a simplification is, its visual fidelity has to  be 

measured. To find the best simplification the differences between representations 

of the same object need to be m easured against the original. However, some 

m ethods m easure perceptually related param eters, b u t not the perceived quality 

of a representation. Geom etric measures are not perfect m easures of how much 

surfaces will look alike. It is also possible to tell if a  sim plification is adequate by 

using experim ental measures.

3.5.2 A utom atic fidelity evaluation

There have been autom atic ways developed to  m easure visual fidelity. Tools have 

been developed to m easure the geometric distance between surfaces in a  variety of 

ways. Cignoni et al. [CRS98] present a  system  called M etro. This tool allows the 

comparison of a pair of surfaces. Their approach is based upon surface sam pling 

and calculating point to  point surface differences. It is designed as a  very general 

system  and works regardless of how meshes were created. M etro supplies visual
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results, in addition to  numerical results e.g., mesh areas and volumes, maxirrmm 

and m ean error.

Geometric m easures such as these are not perfect m easures of how much sur

faces will look alike, as they are not perceptual metrics. W hat is needed is some 

autom atic way of m easuring how close they are perceptually. Insights from per

ception need to  be applied to  these m easurem ents. Browse et al. [BRAOl], show 

an example of some work on shape perception in com puter graphics, b u t it has 

not been used for the purpose of m easuring visual fidelity.

A nother approach has been to use image-based m etrics to  predict the per

ceived degradation of simplified 3D models. However, Rogowitz and Rushm eier 

[RROl] carried out experim ents in which they com pared the perceived quality of 

anim ated 3D objects and their corresponding 2D still image projections. Their 

results dem onstrate th a t 2D judgem ents do not provide a  good predictor of 3D 

image quality, and identify the need to develop b e tte r  quality m etrics.

3.5.3 Experim ental fidelity evaluation

In an alternative approach to determ ining w hether one sim plification is actually  

b e tte r than  another, W atson et al. [WFMOl] looked a t techniques th a t experim en

tally and autom atically  m easured and predicted the  visual fidelity of simplified 

models. In their work a  set of 36 3D polygonal models were simplified using two 

different simplification m ethods (QSlirn and Vclust) to  two LODs (50% and 80% of 

the original detail). The stimuli were divided into two different object categories; 

na tu ra l objects and m an-m ade artifacts. Three experim ental m easures were used 

to  m easure the fidelity of these images; nam ing tim e (tim e taken to  verbalise the 

name of an object), ratings and forced-choice preferences. All m easures were af

fected by simplification level and type of simplification. Nam ing tim es were longer 

with increasing simplification and it took longer to name objects simplified using 

Vclust. W hen ratings were m easured, participants were sensitive to  simplifica-
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tion level and also rated objects simplified by QSlim as closer to the ideal. The 

preference results showed tha t there was a greater preference for Qslirn-sirnplified 

stimuli, which was greater for the animal models and greater for the objects at 

80% detail (see Figure 3.7).

Figure 3.7: One set of stimuli from W atson’s experiment: Original (top), QSlim 

at 80% (middle), Vclust 80% (bottom) (Image from [WFMOl] courtesy of Ben 

Watson.)

The effect of object type was particularly interesting. Firstly, it took longer to 

name the natural objects, which was consistent with earlier results. Furthermore, 

the ratings results showed tha t the animal models were more like the standard 

when simplified using QSlim, but tha t the artifacts were more like the standard 

when Vclust had been used during simplification. Regarding preferences, the 

preference for QSlim-simplified stimuli was greater for the animal models than for 

the artifact models and for the 80% simplified models than  the 50% objects.
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3.5.4 Experim ental mecisures of visual fidelity we used

In our research it was necessary for us to  determ ine the  visual fidehty of a  set of 

models. We used three different experim ental m etrics, from the field of psychology, 

during our evaluation. The first m etric we used was nam ing time. This involved 

someone seeing an object and then verbalising the nam e th a t described th a t ob

ject, so the objects had to be of a fam iliar nature. W atson et al. [WFMOO] carried 

out experim ents to  confirm th a t nam ing tim es are affected by model simplifica

tion. They present evidence th a t nam ing tim es are sensitive to  sim plification and 

model quality. Nam ing tim es have also been used in psychological experim ents 

as a m easurem ent. One example is work by Hum phreys et al. [HRQ88] which 

concerns the processes involved in picture naming. Forced-choice preference was 

the second experim ental m easurem ent used [WFMOO]. In th is case, participants 

had to judge which of two simplified models was m ore sim ilar to  the  original 

version of th a t model. As our second set of stim uli included some non-fam iliar 

objects, it was necessary to  use a th ird  m etric, a  picture-picture m atching m ethod 

[LBD02, Bar76] to  determ ine the visual quality of these models because no verbal

isation is required. Kelly et al. [KGS98] also used a  form of visual-visual identity 

m atching, namely picture-picture, in their research.

3.5.5 D iscussion

Following the integration of saliency d a ta  into the sim plification process, we had 

to evaluate the visual fidelity of these simplified models. E ither au tom atic  or 

experim ental techniques could have been used to  m easure the visual fidelity of 

our simplified models. However, it has been shown th a t  au tom atic  m easure often 

do not provide a good predictor of w hat is perceived by the  hum an visual system , 

they are not exact measures of how alike surfaces will look [RROl]. In order to  

m easure object recognition and sim ilarity we used experim ental m easures during 

our study  for increased accuracy in our results.
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In our first experiment we wanted to measure how quickly participants could 

identify a set of familiar objects. The experimental measure of visual fidelity 

we used here was naming time, as it is the best indicator of ease of recognition 

[WFMOO]. In order to measure the visual fidelity of a set of unfamiliar objects, 

picture-picture matching was used to compare objects to an original, as this re

quired no verbalisation or prior knowledge of these objects [LBD02]. Forced-choice 

preference was the final measurement from the field of psychology tha t we used 

because of the increased sensitivity of this metric and because we wanted to use 

both sets of models during this experiment.

3.6 V irtual environm ents

3.6.1 Introduction

In the final piece of research, the measurements we used for evaluation were values 

obtained through eye-tracking. Psychological research, which suggests tha t the 

areas in a real scene tha t receive attention are dependent upon task, could provide 

useful insights if it could be ascertained tha t these principles also held true in 

a virtual world as well. We designed a virtual framework which matched as 

accurately as possible a real world scene, to evaluate the performance difference 

between real and virtual task performance by using eye-movernent data. Moreover, 

any general insights found with respect to the limitations of virtual enviromnents 

may be useful to others working with virtual environments. We give a brief 

overview of why it is necessary to establish the distinctions between the virtual 

world and the real world tha t is being emulated.

3.6.2 Benefits and lim itations of virtual environm ents

Virtual eriviromnents provide significant support to many fields including the visu

alisation of scientific data, art, architecture, industry and learning. For industrial
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purposes virtual simulations even make it feasible to test expensive or dangerous 

environments. They permit the evaluation and validation of many different de

signs more rapidly and cheaply than experimenting in the real world. Frequently, 

it is safer to carry out experiments in a virtual environment. However, despite 

these advantages, care must be taken when making assumptions about the corre

spondence between the real and the virtual world. It is im portant to realise the 

variations between the two, especially if training and practising are high risk or 

costly tasks. Neglecting to account for distinctions could have a very expensive or 

even disastrous effect when a user transfers from a virtual to a real environment.

In addition, if participants spend a lot of time and cognitive load learning to 

interact with a virtual environment, the overall effectiveness of the virtual world 

may be reduced or even pointless. Lok et al. [LNWB03] pointed out tha t having 

interactions with real objects within a virtual environment has its benefits. As 

current virtual setups are far from being ideal, and before intuitions from the real 

world can be used in a virtual enviromnent, or assumptions can be made, tests 

have to be carried out to determine the extent of the correspondence between 

the real and virtual setup. If not, there is potential for something disastrous to 

happen.

3.6.3 D iscussion

In our case, although there is no possibility of something disastrous happening, 

it is nevertheless necessary for us to carry out comparisons. As the role of the 

framework is to enable us to understand the differences between performance in 

a real and virtual setup and eventually find a way of using the insights found by 

researchers from the field of psychology to understand how the salient features 

of man-made artifacts can be predicted. Therefore, it is im portant to establish 

the differences between a real and virtual situation before further progress can be 

made.
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3.7 Concluding com m ents

As there is a constant demand for liigh frarne-rates in interactive environments, 

simplification plays an im portant role. In the past it has been based upon sev

eral criteria including geometry, perceptual models and more recently user-guided 

simplification.

However, in our work we expand upon this by performing simplification based 

upon perceptual information, obtained through eye-tracking. In a similar fashion 

to user-guided simplification, the simplification algorithm is weighted, however, 

in this case with where precisely a participant focusses when viewing a particular 

model. In addition, it is equally im portant tha t the perceptual quality of these 

simplified models are evaluated. Therefore, we use experimental measurements of 

visual fidelity in order to provide an accurate measurement of the perceived quality 

of our simplified models. In addition to our evaluation, we carry out a validation 

study, using eye-tracking, as a further confirmation of our results. In this work, 

we hope to find general insights into the role of saliency during simplification.

The remaining part of our research was driven by the results we found, and 

much research from the psychology field, which suggests tha t visual attention is 

often task dependant [HBB98], as well as other research dem onstrating tha t gaze 

is directed towards areas tha t are im portant to the control of the task [JWBFOl]. 

Therefore, if aspects of objects tha t are directly related to the task could be 

predicted, this may be useful in finding the salient features of objects. However, 

before this can be investigated, it has to be determined if attention is consumed 

similarly by tasks in the real and virtual world, or else these insights would not 

be relevant. Hence, a framework tha t allows the comparison of eye-rnovernents in 

real and virtual environments is necessary.

To this end, the remainder of this thesis documents the saliency determination 

experiments carried out, followed by a description of the evaluation and validation 

studies. In addition to this we provide a description of the framework we built.
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to study task perfonnauce.
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Chapter 4 

Perceptually Guided  

Sim plification

4.1 Introduction

Inspired by and based upon knowledge of vision and visual perception, the first 

idea in this thesis was to simplify models, not only based upon geometry, but 

geometry weighted by a perceptual value. Fixations were used as a measure of 

visual attention or saliency. Features thus defined are viewpoint independent, 

since each triangle in the mesh will have a weight. As the perceptual importance 

is determined by the user, fixation data  was gathered from participants while 

viewing a set of models at a high levels of detail (LOD). Three measurements 

regarding fixations were recorded, which included the total length of all fixations, 

the duration of the first fixation and the total number of all fixations on each face 

in the mesh. Then, using a combination of this fixation information and model 

geometry during the process of minimising the rmrnber of polygons, we hoped to 

create a model with a higher perceptual quality, thus preserving the perceptually 

prominent features at the expense of unim portant regions.

The initial step was to use the eye-tracker to record the salient features of the
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iriodels automatically. At any instant the eye is either fixating on something or 

making a saccade (an eye-movernent). A saccade can be detected by measuring 

the difference between the current eye position and the average of the last six eye 

positions. We had to obtain information about what exactly the salient features 

of the models were. The eye-tracking device was used to get information on where 

a participant was fixating when viewing a particular model, for example a viewer 

may spend significantly more time examining the head of an animal than its body. 

It would therefore make sense tha t these features should receive more detail at 

the expense of less im portant aspects.

To measure a fixation, the size of the visual angle was computed, and if this 

was greater than some threshold a saccade was recorded. We kept track of the 

faces in the polygonal model tha t were focussed upon since the last saccade until 

a new one was detected, then we updated these with the fixation data. The 

threshold value for saccade generation had to be large enough to deal with a 

phenomenon referred to as the “Midas Touch” problem by Jacob [Jac93]. Even 

when fixating, the eye makes tiny jittery  movements called micro-saccades tha t are 

not intentional. Therefore we have to keep the threshold high enough so tha t this 

jittery  movement does not cause a saccade to be generated while a real saccade is 

detected correctly.

We obtained information regarding fixations, the total rmrnber of fixations, 

the total length of each fixation and the duration of the first fixation on each face. 

A false colouring method was used to determine which faces were being focussed 

upon. Faces were drawn (without lighting) to a back buffer with a unique colour 

associated with them. When the point under the EyeLink gaze was found, the 

colour under the corresponding region in the back buffer was read back. As 

colours were unique, the face or faces being focussed upon could be determined. 

Furthermore, by expanding the region under scrutiny, the neighbouring faces to 

the fixation point could be determined easily. From observation (using triangle 

highlighting while viewing the models), we determined th a t a square region of
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20x20 pixels represented a good zone of interest.

4.2 Apparatus (Eye-tracking device)

In this saUency deterniination experiment it was necessary to get information 

on where a participant was fixating when viewing a particular model. An SMI 

EyeLink eye-tracker developed by SensorMotoric Instrum ents was used (see Figure 

4.1). It was comiected to a PC, with a video sampling rate of 250hz. It was a 

remote eye-tracking device tha t used infrared light and provided online analysis 

of eye-rnovement data into saccades, fixations and blinks. It consisted of a head- 

mounted band, two miniature high-speed cameras th a t took images from both 

eyes, and a third camera that tracked four infrared markers tha t were mounted on 

the monitor in order to provide head motion compensation and true gaze position 

tracking. The subject’s PC and monitor output were linked to an operator PC. 

Here, an image processing system synchronously analysed the images from all 

three cameras in real-time and provided the position of the pupil from both eyes 

and the marker.

Figure 4.1: The initial SMI EyeLink eye-tracking device.
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Recently this has been upgraded to the new EyeLink II eye-trackcr which has 

a video sam phng rate of 500hz and a built in scene cam era (see Figure 4.2). This 

device has a high resolution with a  noise lim it of less th an  0.01 degrees. Also, its 

d a ta  ra te  of 500 samples per second, means it can be used for saccade analysis and 

sm ooth pursuit studies. The eye-tracker can also be used in a  gaze-contingent way, 

as gaze position d a ta  is available w ithin delays as low as 3 milliseconds. Moreover, 

eye events such as saccades and fixations are available w ithin 25 ms to  the display 

com puter. The EyeLink scene cam era works w ith an external video overlay box, 

which generates the overlay graphics w ith video inpu ts from scene cam era and 

a portion of the EyeLink VGA display, indicating the current gaze position. In 

addition to  allowing the  recording of eye-movements a t a  fixed viewing distance 

{e.g., com puter m onitor, TV screen, etc.)., the EyeLink scene cam era option allows 

tracking of partic ipan ts’ eye-movernerits a t difi’erent viewing depths with high 

accuracy in the same recording. The EyeLink II tracker interface consists of a set 

of setup and m onitoring screens (see Figure 4.3), which are navigated from the 

host PC or from the Display PC using the Scene C am era DV Application.

Figure 4.2: The new EyeLink II eye-tracker w ith scene cam era and setup  screen.
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Figure 4.3: The EyeLink II setup  screen.

4.3 P articipants and apparatus

There were 20 participants involved in the saliency determ ination  experim ent; 8 

males and 12 females, ranging in age from 19 to  27, from various backgrounds. 

All had either norm al or corrected to  normal vision and were naive to  the  purpose 

of the experiment.

There were two different sets of models for viewing. The first set contained 

37 familiar objects; 19 natural objects (see Figure 4.4) and 18 m an-m ade ar

tifacts (see Figure 4.5), which were in the public dom ain, and the  same stim 

uli as those used in W atson et a l’s. [WFMOl] experim ent w ith one additional 

model. Using QSlim [GH97], all 37 of these objects were simplified to  have an 

equal num ber of faces. The second set contained 30 models which were divided
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into 4 categories; 4-legged anim als, fish, cars and gears (see Figure 4.6) (models 

in the public dom ain - h ttp ://w w w .toucan .co .jp  (fish), h ttp ://w w w .3dcafe .com /, 

h ttp ://3dm odelw orld .co rn /). These models could be classified in several ways; 

na tu ra l and m an-m ade, familiar and unfam iliar and sym m etric and non-sym m etric.

Using QSlirn, all the anim al objects were simplified to  have 3700 faces, the 

fish, cars, and gears to  5200, 7868 and 1658 faces respectively so th a t  the  num ber 

of faces per model was uniform only w ithin each category. The rmrnber of faces 

were selected to  provided an accurate representation of these objects and were 

regarded as the standard  model a t highest LOD {i.e., w ith  the m ost polygons).

Figure 4.4: A subset of the natural objects used.

Figure 4.5: A subset of the m an-m ade artifacts used.
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Figure 4.6; A subset of the animal, lish, car and gear models used.

4.4 M ethod

For both sets of models, each participant viewed each model twice for approxi

mately 30 seconds, from two different initial orientations (see Figure 4.7). The 

two initial positions were front-facing and back-facing but participants were free 

to change the orientation using the arrow keys, as Watson [Wat03] in new work 

investigates how image rotation reduces simplification effectiveness. For the first 

set there were 74 trials per participant, which were organised into four blocks 

for viewing. Each block was made up of two groups; a group of natural objects 

and a group of man-made artifacts. For the second set there were 30 models and 

therefore 60 trials. This time models were only divided into two blocks, each con

taining two groups; the first one the animals and the car models and the second 

block containing all the fish and gear models. W ithin each group the models were 

randomised.
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Figure 4.7: An example of a participant performing the saliency determination 

experiment.

Each session began with the seating of the participant approximately 60cm in 

front of the PC. Participants were informed of their task and asked to minimise 

their head movements. The experimental session started as soon as the participant 

indicated their readiness verbally. The eye-tracker headband was then placed on 

the participant and calibrated using the EyeLink calibration procedure. Before 

each experiment, calibration, validation and drift correction had to be carried 

out to ensure the information was reliable. The calibration phase of the eye- 

tracking experiment consists of finding a suitable threshold for detection of the
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participant’s pupil so tha t accurate eye-tracking may take place. Calibration was 

carried out for both eyes. The calibration and validation procedure involved the 

participant following a black dot around a grey screen and focussing on it. The 

experimenter did not proceed until a good calibration and validation was acquired 

to ensure a high quality of eye-tracking. Also prior to each model being displayed, 

drift correction was performed again. Almost all eye-tracking systems have a 

tendency to drift over time, meaning tha t the error from the participant’s actual 

gaze position increases. Drift can be caused by a number of factors, such as head 

movement. The drift correction procedure displays a grey screen with a black-dot 

at the centre and requires the participant to look at this position; they are not 

perm itted to continue the experiment until they are looking straight a t the dot. 

Participants were told to examine each of the models carefully for the time they 

were displayed, bearing in mind tha t they would need to recognise them  at a later 

stage. Models were displayed on a  21-inch monitor with diffuse, grey shading. 

There was no other ambient lighting present in the room.

4.5 R esu lts

We are aware tha t the scope of this experiment is limited to the shape of an object 

and tha t other factors such as colour, viewpoints, textures and context, which we 

do not consider, also play a role in determining visual fidelity. However, the 

goal of our research was not to examine all aspects but to try  and improve upon 

purely geometric simplification, which only considers shape, by making use of eye- 

movernent data  during the simplification of 3D polygonal models. Of course, any 

insights we find could be combined with other factors when rendering scenes, in 

order to obtain a scene a with the best possible visual quality. While some trials 

had to be omitted due to calibration error, found by examining the videos with 

the overlayed data, this was only 1.6% of all results. The information on fixations 

was summed over all participants, giving us the final data  for each object. The
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results over all participants are best seen visually with a colour map, which shows 

the im portant fixation data we use. The colour map ranges from black through 

to white with increasing total fixation length, increasing first fixation length and 

finally with increasing number of fixations.

In the case of the familiar objects, results showed tha t, for the natural objects, 

there were some general prominent aspects. As expected, perceptually im portant 

features like the heads, eyes and the mouth, were viewed considerably more than 

the less salient features (see Figure 4.8).

RAVEN RAVEN

COW COW

HORSE HORSE

Figure 4.8: Results from the saliency experiment (white representing the greatest 

number): the total length of fixations on the familiar natural objects.
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For the rnan-iiiade artifacts they also appeared to have important aspects. 

However, not surprisingly due to the nature of the this set of objects, prominent 

features varied from object to object. These included the straps of the sandal, the 

keys of the piano and the buttons of the blender (see Figure 4.9).

CA M ERA ICA M ERA

SANDAL ISANDAL

BLEN D ER IBLE N D E R

Figure 4.9: Results from the saliency experiment (white representing the greatest 

number): the duration of the first fixations on the man-made artifacts.
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The second set of objects contained four types of models; these include a 

selection of animal models as well as unfamiliar fish, car and gear models (see 

Figure 4.10) .

Figure 4.10: Results from the saliency experiment (white representing the greatest 

number): the total number of fixations on the unfamiliar objects in the second 

set.
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The cars’ prominent features included the door handles, side mirrors and the 

front and back registration plates (see Figure 4.11).

Figure 4.11: Images of the Video Curvid Overlay of one participant on a car 

object.
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For the fish, attention appeared to be primarily focussed on the upper fins, 

the other fins also appeared to get some attention and, like the animals, the eyes 

and the mouth were fixated on for a significant amount of time (see Figure 4.12).

Figure 4.12: Images of the Video Curvid Overlay of one participant on a fish 

object.



For the gears, the only symmetric objects, it was not clear that there were any 

prominent features. Attention was more widespread over different parts of the 

model, suggesting that this method may not be suitable for symmetric objects 

(see Figure 4.13).

Figure 4.13: Images of the Video Curvid Overlay of one participant on an animal 

object.
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4.6 M odified quadric error m etric

Having obtained the fixation data, the next step was to incorporate the data  from 

the saUency experiment into the quadric error metric in order to make it possible 

to perform perceptually guided simplification. In order to do this, the QSlirn 

software developed by Garland and Heckbert [GH97] was altered by John Hamill 

[HH004] to incorporate the information regarding fixations tha t we found.

4.6.1 Quadric error m etric and m odifications

The original method proposed by Garland and Heckbert [GH97] utilises iterative 

vertex pair contraction guided by a Quadric Error Metric (see Figure 4.14). The 

method calculates a quadric Q for each vertex in the initial model, which is the 

sum of squared distances to planes of tha t vertex and the planes of faces meeting 

at the vertex. See Garland and Heckbert [GH97] for a full description of Quadrics 

and their properties. Valid pairs of vertices for contraction are chosen from those 

vertices linked by an edge, or those whose separation is below a user-defined 

threshold.

Figure 4.14: P a ir  C o n tra c tio n  - Selected Vertices are contracted to a single 

point. Shaded Triangles become degenerate and are removed.

The main algorithm then follows this sequence:

1. All valid pairs {vi ,v2 ) suitable for contraction are selected.

A -

2. An optimal contraction point v for each pair is computed. Its quadric Q =  

Q\ +  Q2 is the cost of contraction of the pair.
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3. All pairs are inserted into a heap and sorted by contraction cost Q.

4. Pairs are removed and contracted by cost, and neighbouring pairs have their 

costs updated.

5. Steps 3 and 4 are continued until the model reaches the desired level of 

simplification.

4.6.2 M odification to the quadric error m etric

W ith saliency data acquired from the eye-tracker, a modified quadric error metric 

which incorporated this data was created. The method chosen was to weight the 

quadrics of vertices in the initial model based on a combination of the eye data 

captured by the eye-tracker. As in the original algorithm the quadric for each 

vertex is calculated from a combination of the quadrics for all faces th a t contain 

tha t vertex. Therefore, as the captured fixation da ta  was based on the faces of 

the evaluated model, the weighting was applied to quadric of the face before the 

sunnnation took place.

For each face in the initial model the following equation was applied:

Qw  ~  Q f  + ^ { F f )

Where Qw is the Weighted quadric produced, is the initial quadric for 

tha t face and uj{Ff) is the Weight associated with the face. Following this, the 

weighted quadrics for all faces that contain a vertex were sununed in order to find 

the weighted quadric for each vertex.

The weight u>{Fj) is derived from a combination of da ta  consisting of the total 

rmmber of fixations on a face, the total duration of all such fixations and the 

duration of the first fixation on a face. Despite the fact tha t all three of these 

fixation values correlated very well for all object types (see Figure 4.15), we still 

decided to use a combination of all three metrics in our weighting. This decision
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was based upon a quick survey we carried out. A group of 10 people were shown 

examples of models simplified using a weighting from each individual metric and 

a combination of all three.

flxation resuRs for an animal object

-  num ber of fixations 

total tength o> a l fixaiiorts 

length of first fixation

fixation results for a Tish objed

^S—1-JB— • .
num ber of Ixations 
total length of a l ttxations 
le n c ^  of Irs t ftxatlon

2  ^  Zi

fixation results for a c a  object

uah 1

-  num ber of l^ a tiin s  
total iengtt> of a l tbiations 
I e n 0 ^  of <ret Hxation

Ml

nxdton results for a ob)ect

total length of all I n t io n  
length o f » a  txation

Figure 4.15; Fixation results for a typical animal, fish, car and gear model respec

tively. These show the correlation between the three metrics we used. The green 

dots indicates the areas that received the most attention.
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The models simplified using all three metrics were preferred by the majority 

of people. However, it should be noted tha t other combinations of these metrics 

or a more sophisticated approach to integrating the results of saliency guided 

simplification into QSlim, similar to tha t of Kho and Garland [KG03], might also 

be effective, but further testing would be needed to investigate this.

For the three metrics, each value was normalised by the maximum value ob

tained for tha t metric and combined as follows:

uj{Ff) =  TotalFix +  Duration All Fix  + DurationFirstFix

This weighted metric was applied to the QSlim 1.0 implementation of Garland 

and Heckbert’s quadric based simplification. D ata files generated from EyeLink 

data were associated with models and loaded into the QSlim program to weight 

the simplification process. Following this we evaluated the quality of the models 

simplified using both simplification types; the modified version of QSlim which 

produced perceptually guided simplified models (modified) and the original ver

sion of the QSlim 1.0 software (original).

4.7 C oncluding com m ents

Having found the aspects of these models tha t received the most visual attention, 

by measuring how rrmch participants fixated on each triangle in the mesh, the 

information was then incorporated into a simplification algorithm. Two sets of 

models were then simplified to various LODs using both this new form of simplifi

cation and the original version of the QSlini software. Following this, an evaluation 

was carried out, using some experimental measures of visual fidelity. The visual 

fidelity of models created using both forms of simplification were compared.
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Chapter 5

Evaluation

5.1 Introduction

For m easuring the visual fidelity of our simplified models, we had the  choice of 

autom atic or experim ental techniques as described in section 3.5. As our aim was 

to  find the objects w ith the highest visual quality as determ ined by the hum an 

observer, experim ental measures were more appropriate. The first experim ental 

m easure of quality used was nam ing tim e on a  set of familiar objects. It is the  best 

indicator of ease of recognition and it has been shown th a t  au tom atic  measures 

are not successful a t predicting nam ing tim e [WFMOO]. In addition, W atson et 

al. [WFMOl], had carried out a  similar set of experim ents in which they  used this 

metric. The second indicator used was picture-picture m atching tim e [LBD02] to 

determ ine if fam iliarity played a role. We chose this because our seconds set of 

models contained unfam iliar objects, therefore, nam ing tim es could not be used. 

Forced-choice preference, also used by W atson et al. [WFMOl], was the final 

experim ental m easure used. It was possible to  obtain  relative judgem ents using 

both  sets of models. We used two way forced-choice preferences, which are more 

sensitive because they force a  decision to  be made. Even when unsure participants 

have to  choose which of two stimuli they prefer. A lternative m etrics th a t  we could
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have used include ratings, 3 way forced-choice preferences or forced-choice prefer

ences with confidence ratings. We wished to  determ ine if there  was a  significant 

decrease in the  nam ing or picture-picture m atching tim es or a  preference towards 

the  models simplified using the fixation data.

5.2 Finding the nam ing tim es 

5.2.1 Introduction

As described in Section 3.5.3, experim ental m easures include forced-choice prefer

ences, ratings and nam ing times, all described in detail by W atson et al. [WFMOl]. 

For our first experim ent, the m easure we used was nam ing tim e. W atson et al. 

[WFMOO] carried out experim ents to  confirm th a t nam ing tim es are affected by 

model simplification. They present evidence th a t nam ing tim es are sensitive to 

simplification and model quality. In this experim ent, nam ing tim es were used as 

a m easurem ent of visual quality. Naming involves someone seeing an object and 

then  verbalising the name th a t described th a t  object, so the objects had to  be of 

a familiar nature. W atson et al. carried out two sets of nam ing tim e experim ents 

[WFMOO, WFMOl]. Using the same stimuli as W atson et al. [WFMOl] plus one 

additional model, we carried out a similar experim ent to  examine if nam ing tim e 

is an accurate m easure of model quality and how results are affected by object 

type. Furtherm ore, in our experim ents we also used stirrmli created  by reducing 

these models to a  much lower detail level th an  W atson (see Figures 5.1 and 5.2).
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HIPHn
Figure 5.1: Natural objects simplified to 5% LOD using the original (1st row) and 

modified (2nd row) simplification approach. Man-made artifacts simplified to 5% 

LOD using the original (3rd row) and modified (4th row) simplification approach.

Bearing in mind tha t we used more versions of each model, we tried to follow 

their experimental method and evaluation procedure as ax;curately as possible. 

Finally, we investigated if the visual fidelity of the models was improved by using 

captured saliency data.

5.2.2 Participants and apparatus

Participants consisted of 27 volunteers, undergraduate and graduate students from 

the Computer Science department; 21 male and 6 female. All were naive partici-
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Figure 5.2: Natural object simplified to 2% LOD using the original (1st row) and 

modified (2nd row) simplification approach. Man-maxle artifacts simplified to 2% 

LOD using the original (1st row) and modified (2nd row) simplification approach.

pants with either normal or corrected to normal vision.

Stimuli consisted of the 37 familiar 3D polygonal models used in the previous 

experiment. Using 3D Studio Majc, all models were rotated in order to achieve 

a canonical or optimal view. As described before, all 37 models were simplified 

using QSlim to have a standard 3700 polygons. Firstly, a set of models was made 

by simplifying the standard to various levels: to have 50% (i.e., 1850 polygons), 

20%, 5% and 2%, using the original version of QSlim. Secondly, a similar set of 

models was created, but this time using the software tha t took fixation data as 

well as geometry into consideration during the simplification process. There were
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nine examples of each model giving a total of 333 stimuli.

5.2.3 M eth od

Prior to each experiment there was a test run. Stimuli for the test run were 

different from the experimental stimuli and these were present at different levels 

of detail (LOD). Each participant saw a total of eight models during the test run 

so tha t they clearly understood the procedure. Each of the 27 participants viewed 

a total of 37 models in which there was only one representation of each model. 

Therefore it took 9 participants to view all 333 stimuli once. Each participant 

saw at least four objects from each of the nine possible scenarios of simplification 

(including the standard models, and the two simplification types over the four 

simplification levels) and no more than five from any one scenario. The models 

within each experiment were then randomised and were static i.e., participants 

were not perm itted to rotate the models.

Participants viewed the diffuse-shaded models on a 21-inch monitor and a 

Labtec AM-22 microphone was used to obtain the naming times (see Figure 5.3). 

Participants were told tha t they would see a set of familiar objects made up of 

natural objects and man-made artifacts at various levels of detail. They held 

the microphone themselves and were told to name the models as quickly and as 

accurately as possible. They were also informed tha t some of the stimuli would 

appear very simplified. There were 37 trials in each experiment. A trial involved 

the experimenter pressing a key and a fixation cross appearing for a short time, the 

model appearing on the screen, the participant verbalising the name of the model, 

which triggered the microphone so the naming time could be recorded. Following 

this, the object disappeared and the experimenter, by pressing the appropriate 

button, recorded the accuracy of the response and caused the next trial to begin.
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Figure 5.3; An example of a participant performing the naming time experiment.

5,2,4 Results

Participants each viewed a total of 37 models, but were only allowed to view one 

of the nine possible versions of a specific model. This was for familiarity control, 

as viewing a stimulus once reduces its subsequent naming time. Therefore, in 

order for all 27 participants to see some models simplified under each of the nine 

possible scenarios and for all 9 versions of the 37 models {i.e., 333 models) to 

be viewed the same number of times, we designed the experiment so th a t no
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two participants viewed the exact same set of models. All versions of the  37 

models were named by three different random  participants, essentially m aking 

the model condition a  betw een-subject condition. We therefore applied between 

subject ANOVAs (ANalysis Of VAriance across groups) to  all of the  results. So, 

for example, during the  evaluation of the effect of sim plification type on results, 

although the same participants did not see the exact sam e models, the  participants 

whose results were com pared all saw some selection of models of the  sam e type 

and a t the same LOD and each of the models com pared was viewed by three 

different participants.

We recorded the  nam ing tim e and the num ber of incorrectly nam ed objects. 

We examined how results were affected by sim plification level, object type and 

simplification type. The num ber of incorrectly nam ed objects m ade up 11.7% of 

all results. Spoiled trials, which occurred when the partic ipan t failed to trigger 

the m icrophone or triggered the m icrophone accidentally, m ade up 4.9% of all 

results. 58.1% and 25.6% of all incorrectly nam ed objects were those a t 2% and 

5% respectively. Incorrectly named objects and spoiled trials were excluded from 

the nam ing tim e results. The near misses, which were acceptable as correct, 

occurred when sim ilar names w ithin a  sem antic category were used e.g., when a 

hound was called a dog.

Unlike W atson et al. [WFMOl], we found th a t only results a t low LODs were 

significantly affected by level of simplification. Between 20% and 5% and between 

5% and 2% there was an effect of simplification level on results and there was 

a significant increase in the nam ing times and the num ber of incorrectly named 

objects a t low LODs when averaged by participants or objects (see Table 5.1 and 

5.2). W hen com paring by object type there was an in teraction  effect, a t 100% 

detail on nam ing time. Results averaged by either partic ipan ts or objects, showed 

th a t it took significantly longer to name na tu ra l objects th an  m an-m ade artifacts 

(see Table 5.3). This replicates previous psychological research, including th a t  by 

W atson et al. [WFMOO]. We found only one significant effect of sim plification
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AVERAGED BY LEVEL OF DETAIL ANOVA P-VALUE

objects

objects

participants

participants

20% and 5% 

5% and 2% 

20% and 5% 

5% and 2%

F (l,52) =  5.73 

F (l,52) =  4.42 

F (l,36) =  7.33 

F (l,34) =  8.25

0.02 

0.04 

0.01 

<  0.01

Table 5.1: The effects of simplification level on the naming time results.

AVERAGED BY LEVEL OF DETAIL ANOVA P-VALUE

objects

objects

participants

participants

20% and 5% 

5% and 2% 

20% and 5% 

5% and 2%

F (l,52) =  11.35 

F (l,52) =  48.24 

F (l,36) =  04.95 

F (l,36) =  17.63

0.02 

0.04 

0.03 

< 0.01

Table 5.2: The effects of simplification level on the imniber of errors in the naming 

time experiment.

type. There was an interaction effect between LOD and simplification type on 

naming time for the natural objects at a very low LOD. At 2% LOD, when aver

aged by objects or participants, there was a reduction in the naming time when 

modified QShm was used (see Table 5.3).
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VARIABLE AVERAGED BY LEVEL OF DETAIL ANOVA P-VALUE

object type objects 100% F(l,46) =  5.29 0.03

object type participants 100% F(l,34) =  6.42 0.02

siinplificatioii type objects 2% F(l,32) =  4.54 0.04

simplification type participants 2% F(l,24) =  3.77 0.06

Table 5.3: The effects of object type and simplification type on the naming time 

results.

We found tha t overall results were only affected by simplification level at low 

LODs, suggesting tha t naming time may not be a good indicator of fidelity in 

these circumstances. Furtfier results show that, for natural objects a t very low 

detail, saliency information retained can improve visual fidelity (see Figure 5.4).

NAMING TIME RESULTS FOR THE NATURAL OBJECTS

■  □rigQSIIm

■  moOQSlim

50%LOD 20%LOD 5% L0D 2%LOD

L e v e l  o f  d e ta i l

Figure 5.4: Naming times for the natural objects.



5.2 .5  D iscussion

Although in our particular case, naming time did not indicate great differences in 

visual fidelity, these experiments still show promising results for natural objects 

at low LODs, which merit further study. In this situation, it was possible to 

improve the visual fidelity of these familiar natural objects when saliency data, 

ascertained through eye-tracking, was considered during the simplification proce

dure. Following these results for familiar natural objects, we were interested to 

see if the familiarity of these objects had any effect on the results. Naming time 

could not be used here, as objects have to be of a familiar nature in order to be 

named. This leads us to the next set of evaluation experiments, in which we used 

picture-picture matching times as a measurement of visual fidelity, to examine 

different categorical effects.

5.3 Acquiring the picture-picture m atching tim es  

5.3.1 In troduction

We evaluated picture-picture matching time as a measure of visual quality and 

compared categories, while bearing in mind tha t the number of polygons a t each 

LOD was not uniform, and examined the effects of familiarity. Finally, and most 

importantly, we compared the matching results to determine if there was any 

improvement when the saliency data was used during simplification. The idea 

was to have the objects in each category as similar as possible. All the animals 

were four legged creatures, while the fish were all roughly the same shape with 

mostly the fins being the distinguishing characteristics and similarly for the cars 

and gears. This meant that, at the lower LOD’s, objects within a category were 

hard to distinguish from each other.

Picture-picture matching involves matching two pictures presented simultane

ously with no verbalisation. We used picture-picture matching rather than naming
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times here because most of these models were not familiar. Participants could not 

be expected to know or even remember the names of these objects as tha t would 

require an expert in the given field. Lawson et al. [LBD02] used this measure

ment in experiments on matching similarly and dissimilarly shaped morphs from 

different as well as identical views. Picture-picture matching is commonly used 

in research on participants with mental retardation [DMdMTOS, GSM97]. In our 

experiment, the participant had to choose which of the two images of the simpli

fied models was most similar to the image of tha t model a t full LOD. The sample 

stimuli appeared on the screen and the comparison pictures on a sheet of paper. 

This process does lead to high response times and the difference between the lu

minance on the display and on the sheet might also have effected this. However, 

the length of time is not relevant to our study as it is the relative difference in 

performance across our two conditions tha t we are interested in.

5.3.2 Participants and apparatus

A total of 28 participants were involved in this experiment, half for the original 

simplification method and half for the modified version, ages ranging between 19 

and 27 from various backgrounds. There were 18 males and 10 females with either 

normal or corrected to normal vision. Some of these participants had taken part in 

the experiment to find the salient features of these models, using the eye-tracking 

device. Those who had not taken part first viewed the models using an identical 

procedure for the same amount of time (only without using the eye-tracker), in 

order to counteract learning effects and for familiarity control.

We used the set of 30 models on which the saliency da ta  had been acquired. 

The four categories of models, as described in the previous section, were prepared 

under the lieadings of animals, cars, fish and gears. The animal objects were a 

subset of the natural object set used in the naming time experiment. Tfie animals 

and the fish categories had five detail levels 100%, 30%, 14%, 5% and 2%. W ithin
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each category the number of faces an object had at each level was uniform but 

not across categories. This was because the idea was to have models tha t were 

accurate representations of the objects. For example, fewer polygons would be 

needed to make a good animal model than a more complex model such as a car. 

Therefore all animal objects at 100% had 3700 faces and at 30% had 1110 faces 

and so forth. At 100% or highest LOD the fish models had 5200 faces. Initially the 

car models were rendered at the same percentage LODs with 7868 faces being the 

highest level. However, after some test runs were carried out, it was obvious tha t 

even with high detail it took quite a long time to recognise the individual cars and 

at the lowest detail they were no longer recognisable as cars. So it was decided 

th a t the four levels the cars should be rendered at were 100%, 75%, 50% and 25%. 

In the final category, the objects called gears were also shown at four LODs, 100% 

(1658 polygons), 30%, 14% and 5%. Again, these models were displayed using 

difiPuse shading on a 21-inch monitor.

There were two versions of this experiment, one for each type of simplification, 

with identical procedures. W ith each of the 30 models rendered at the different 

levels, each participant viewed a total of 135 stimuli. These were divided into 

four different blocks, one for each category. W ithin each category the models 

were randomised i.e, all LODs were mixed up within their own category only. All 

models were static.

5.3.3 M ethod

Participants were seated in front of the computer and given print-outs containing 

screen shots of the models as they appeared only at the highest LOD (see Figure 

5.5). Beside each model was a name and a number. Taking one category at 

a time, participants were told to complete the task. This involved viewing the 

models on the screen one at a time, comparing them to those on the sheet and 

finally pressing the number on the keyboard assigned to tha t particular model on
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the sheet. Participants were told to press the correct button as accurately and as 

quickly as possible. As soon as the button was pressed, a new model appeared, and 

this process was repeated until each model had been displayed once at each LOD 

in a random order. After each category was displayed on the screen, there was a 

small pause when the paper copies were replaced with those displaying the new 

category. (Although the different luminance’s between the screen images and the 

sheets might have had an effect. So perhaps in the future, if a similar experiment 

was being carried out, it would be more practical to use a second screen instead 

of the paper copies.)

Figure 5.5: An example of a participant performing the matching time experiment.
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5.3.4 Results

We recorded the average m atching times and the rmmber of correctly m atched 

objects. We used a  split-plot ANOVA design {i.e., between sub ject ANOVAs for 

the simplification type factor and w ithin subject ANOVAs for the simplification 

level and object type factors). No statistically  significant differences in results 

were obtained for the car models. The results averaged over sim plification type 

for the anim al, fish and gear models were affected by sim plification level a t the 

lower LODs.

For the anim al models between 14% and 5% LOD, there was a  significant 

increase in the m atching tim es when averaged by objects and participants. For 

these models between 5% and 2% LOD, when averaged by objects there was a 

significant difference and a m arginally significant one when averaged by partici

pants. For the fish objects between 5% and 2% LOD, when averaged by objects 

and participants there were m arginally significant results. For the gear objects 

between 14% and 5%, when averaged by objects and partic ipan ts there was a 

significant result. Between 5% and 2% when averaged by objects there was a 

significant result (see Table 5.4).

Regarding the num ber of correctly m atched objects; for the anim al models av

eraged by objects there was a significant decrease between 14% and 5% LOD and 

between 5% and 2%. For the fish objects, averaged by object there was a  signifi

cant result between 5% and 2% LOD. For the gear objects between 14% and 5% 

there were significant results when averaged by objects and m arginally significant 

results when averaged by participants. Again when averaged by objects, between 

5% and 2% there was a  significant decrease (see Table 5.5).

Next, bearing in m ind th a t the num ber of polygons was not uniform  across 

categories or LODs, we compared all four categories averaged over the first four 

LODs. There was a significant dilTerence in the m atching tim es for all categories 

except the fish and gears (P-value <  0.05). The anim al objects were the fastest
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AVERAGED BY LEVEL OF DETAIL ANOVA P-VALUE

objects Animals 14% and 5% F(l,26) =  06.79 0.01

participants Animals 14% and 5% F(l,12) =  04.79 0.04

objects Animals 5% and 2% F(l,26) =  07.35 0.01

participants Animals 5% and 2% F(l,12) =  03.21 0.09

objects Fish 5% and 2% F(l,26) =  04.20 0.05

participants Fish 5% and 2% F(l,14) =  03.38 0.09

objects Gears 14% and 5% F(l,26) =  13.49 < 0.01

participants Gears 14% and 5% F(l,14) =  06.01 0.02

objects Gears 5% and 2% F(l,26) =  06.80 0.01

Table 5.4: The effects of simplification level on the matching time.

AVERAGED BY OBJECTS LEVEL OF DETAIL ANOVA P-VALUE

objects Animals 14% and 5% F(l,26) =  06.65 0.01

objects Animals 5% and 2% F(l,26) =  13.70 < 0.01

objects Fish 5% and 2% F(l,26) =  07.95 < 0.01

objects Gears 14% and 5% F(l,26) =  21.92 < 0.01

participants Gears 14% and 5% F(l,14) =  03.58 0.08

objects Gears 5% and 2% F(l,26) =  25.86 < 0.01

Table 5.5: The effects of simplification level on the number of correctly matched 

objects.
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AVERAGED BY OB.IECTS LEVEL OF DETAIL ANOVA P-VALUE

objects Animals 14% F (l,26) =  03.68 0.07

objects Animals 5% F (l,26) =  06.06 0.02

participants Animals 5% F (l,12) =  03.70 0.08

objects Animals 2% F (l,26) =  13.14 < 0.01

Table 5.6: The effects of simplification type on the results for matching time.

to be matched in 3.14 sec, then the fish (4.51 sec), then the gears (4.74 sec) and 

the cars were the slowest (6.40 sec).

Regarding simplification type, there was a marginally significant reduction in 

the matching time for the animal models when averaged by objects at 14% (see 

Figure 5.6) when modified QSlim was used and a significant reduction at 5% and 

2% . When averaged by participant at 5% there was also a marginally significant 

reduction (see Table 5.6).

AVERAGE MATCHING TIME FO R ANIMALS

■  ohgQSIIm

■  modQSIIm

100%LOD 30%LOD 14% L0D 5% L0D  2% L0D

L e v e l  or D e t a i l

Figure 5.6: Comparing the average matching times for the animal models.

Results for the number of correctly matched animal objects (see Figure 5.7) at 

14% averaged by objects show a marginally significant increase in the rmrnber of
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.W ERAGED BY OBJECTS LEVEL OF DETAIL ANOVA P-VALUE

objects Animals 14% F (l,26) =  03.96 0.06

objects Animals 5% F (l,26) =  11.17 <  0.01

participants Animals 5% F (l,12) =  03.40 0.09

objects Animals 2% F (l,26) =  07.61 0.01

objects Fish 30% F (l,26) =  06.76 0.02

Table 5.7: The effects of simplification type on the results for the number of 

correctly matched objects.

correctly matched objects when modified QSlim was used. For the animal models 

averaged by objects a t 5% and 2% there was a significant increase. Again at 5%, 

when averaged by participants, there was marginally significant increase. There 

was a significant increase in the number of correctly matched fish when averaged 

by objects at 30% (see Table 5.7).

PERCENTAGE OF CORRECTLY MATCHED ANIMALS

■  □ngQSIIm

■  madQSIIm

100%LOD 30% LCD 14%L0D 5% L0D 2% LCD

L evel or D etail

Figure 5.7: Comparing the percentage of correctly matched animal models.
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5.3.5 D iscussion

M atching tim e results show th a t, like nam ing tim e, there is an effect of simplifi

cation level only a t the lower LODs. The lowest m atching tim es were achieved 

for the anim al models, possibly because these were the only fam iliar category of 

objects used in the  picture-picture m atching experim ent. Moreover, they  could 

be classified as a  basic level category, as opposed to  a  subord inate  one [Ros76]. 

For example, basic level objects {e.g., chair, car, dog, kangaroo) are objects a t the 

most inclusive level a t which there are a ttribu tes  comm on to m ost m em bers of 

the category. At this basic level of abstraction, cue validity is m aximised [TH84], 

As described by Rosch [Ros76], a category w ith a  high cue validity is more dif

ferentiated from other categories than  one w ith low cue validity. Categories one 

level more abstrac t will be superordinate categories {e.g., furniture, vehicle, ani

mals) whose m em bers share only a  few a ttr ib u tes  am ong each other. Subordinate 

categories have lower to ta l cue validity th an  basic categories, because they share 

most a ttribu tes. According to Tversky [Tve77], they tend to  be combined because 

the weight of the added common features tends to exceed the weight of the dis

tinctive features. Categories below the basic level will have predictable a ttrib u tes  

and functions and contain m any a ttrib u tes  th a t overlap w ith o ther categories (for 

example, a Mercedes shares m ost of its a ttr ib u tes  w ith o ther kinds of car).

At the lower LODs for the anim al objects there was an in teraction effect, i.e., 

variation among the differences between m eans for different levels of one factor 

over different levels of the other factor, as there were significantly less errors 

and significantly lower m atching tim es for the  anim al models when the  modified 

version of QSlirn was used for simplification. These results further suggest th a t 

perceptually guided simplification can enhance the  visual quality  of na tu ra l objects 

from basic level categories a t low details.

The results for the natu ral category of fish indicate th a t category level and 

familiarity play a role, as a t 30% there is one significant result, perhaps because
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below this level objects are too similar and carmot be distinguished. However, 

further tests would be needed to investigate this further.

There were no significant results for the car models. A reason might be that, 

even at the lowest LOD, these models were rendered a t 25% of the original detail 

(this was however necessary due to the nature of the models). The car models 

were by far the slowest to be named even though they had the greatest amount 

of detail; this may be due to the category resemblance or the low cue validity. 

Perhaps the car models we used could be described as subordinate level objects 

because they share more attributes in common than the other categories and hence 

the low cue value. Perhaps, in the future it would be interesting to see if there 

differences in results between males and females for such a category of objects.

The lack of significant results for the gear objects, as suspected from the pre

vious saliency determination experiment, could be resulting from the symmetry 

of the objects.

5.4 Forced-choice preferences experim ents  

5.4.1 In troduction

Finally, we carried out an experiment in which both sets of models, familiar and 

unfamiliar, could be included. The experimental technique used was forced-choice 

preference. Preferences obtain relative judgments; participants have to choose the 

stimulus with more of the experimenter-identified qualities, in this case similarity 

to the actual model. We used a web-based interface for this experiment (see Figure 

5.8). All models under the two types of simplification were compared a t the same 

simplification level.
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Figure 5.8: Screen sliots of trials from the web-based forced-choice preference 

experiments.

5.4.2 P articip an ts and apparatus

Sixty eight people participated in each part of this experiment. Sixty males and 

8 females in the first part and 51 males and 17 females in the second part. There 

were both graduate students and staff from the Computer Science department. 

All had either normal or corrected to normal vision.

There were two separate web-based experiments. Stimuli for the first one 

included two types of images, screen shots of the stimuli from the naming time
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experiment (those of natural objects and man-made artifacts, see Section 5.2.2). 

Images were created from the standard and the simplified models. Images of the 

models created using the original QSlirn and the modified version of the software 

were compared to the standard at the four simplification levels; 2%, 5%, 20% and 

50%. There were 37 different models and four different levels giving 148 unique 

comparisons.

To prevent repeated exposure to the same model, each participant saw only 

one version of each model i.e., a total of 37. Therefore we needed four different 

versions of the experiment to cover all the comparisons, each set having one quarter 

of its images from each of the four LODs. These four sets contained 10 different 

random orderings of the models, giving rise to 40 unique web pages, which were 

assigned to participants in sequence. On each page, half of the models simplified 

using the original version QSlirii were on the left and half on the right, in random 

order. The left and right positions of the models simplified using the original 

version of QSlirn were distributed evenly throughout the difiFerent pages.

5.4.3 M eth od

Participants, on going to the web page, carried out the version of the experiment 

tha t they were assigned. Each participant had to make 37 choices. Participants 

were asked to choose which of the two images of the simplified models was more 

similar to the image of tha t model at 100% detail, which was displayed on top 

in the centre (see Figure 5.9). The two simplified versions (original and modi

fied) were displayed below, side by side. Participants entered their responses by 

checking the left or right box. Then the participant scrolled down to the next set. 

The web address of the experiment was sent via e-mail. Each person to visit the 

page was assigned one of the 40 versions of the experiment. They were asked to 

give some additional information including name, age, gender and vision quality 

for validity and statistical purposes. Their identity was validated and only gen-
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uine entries were accepted. Participants therefore viewed the images on a range 

of display sizes and resolutions. We examined results from the first 68 genuine 

entries.

Figure 5.9: An example of a participant performing the forced-choice preference 

experiment.

In the second experiment, there were three types of images, those of fish, cars 

and gears. As before, the images were screen shots of the unfamiliar models used 

in the picture-picture matching time experiment and simplified as before using 

the original and the modified versions of QSlim. The fish models were compared 

at four levels, the car and the gear models at three. Again, it was in the form 

of an online experiment with the same design as before but on a smaller scale as
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there were only 8 fish, 7 car and 6 gear models used. Each participant made their 

choices as in the previous forced-choice experiment and we examined results from 

the first 68 genuine entries.

5.4.4 R esu lts

We applied single-factor within-subject ANOVAs on the results. For the first 

experiment, less than 0.7% of all results had to be excluded where participants 

failed to choose either of the images. Results were averaged by participants (see 

Figures 5.10, 5.11 and 5.12). We found an interaction effect of simplification type 

on the preference results. For the natural objects a t 50%, 5% and 2% , there is 

a strong preference for the models simplified using the modified version over the 

original version of the QSlirn software.

PREFERENCES FOR NATURAL OBJECTS

■  o n g Q S Itm

■  m o d Q S lim

5 0% L O D  20% L O D  5 % L 0 D  2 % L 0 D

L « v « l  o f  d t t a l l

Figure 5.10: Percentage preferences for the natural objects.

However, results for the man-made artifacts show tha t marginally significantly 

more people chose the models simplified using the original version of QSlirn at 

20% and significantly more chose them at the 5% and 2% LODs. In the second 

web-based experiment, less than 0.9% of results had to be excluded. The only 

significant result was an interaction effect tha t showed tha t, in the case of the
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fish objects at the lower levels, there was a significant preference for the models 

simplified using modified QSlini (see Table 5.8).

PR E FER EN C ES FOR MAN-MADE ARTIFACTS

S.  5 0 -  J  l i t  ---------------------
H  ■ D i l g Q S I I m

"..MlXl-
5 0 %LOD 20%LOD 5% L0D  2% L0D

L*v« l O f detail

Figure 5.11: Percentage preferences for the man-made artifacts.

PR E FER EN C ES FOR THE FISH O B JE C T S

uJj50 .. _________  _____ ____  ____
l o r l g Q S l i m  

i m o d Q S I I m

30%LOD 14% L0D 5% L0D  2% L0D

L«v«l of detail

Figure 5.12: Percentage preferences for the fish objects.
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PREFERENCE AVERAGED BY OBJECT LEVEL OF DETAIL ANOVA

modified simplification participants natural 50% F (l,36) =  07.7

modified simplification participants natural 5% F (l,36) =  05.8

modified simplification participants natural 2% F (l,36) =  20.9

original simplification participants man-made 5% F (l,34) =  07.4

original simplification participants nian-made 2% F (l,34) =  24.2

modified simplification participants fish 5% F (l,14) =  09.9

modified simplification participants fish 2% F (l,14) =  08.9

Table 5.8: The significant effects of simphfication type on the preferences (All 

P-values < 0.05).

5.4 .5  D iscussion

Forced-choice preferences responded more strongly than the other predictors used 

in the experiments. Unlike naming, preferences do not measure ease of recogni

tion, but measure the visual fidelity by judging visual similarity to the original. 

This metric is a particularly useful predictor in our study because it forces the par

ticipant to make a relative judgement, returning results th a t may be lost by using 

other metrics. In this case, forced-choice preferences provide us with the data  we 

need; it represents the conscious decision of the participant as to which simplified 

model is more visually similar to tha t of the original one. It demonstrates tha t 

saliency guided simplification can improve the appearance of unfamiliar natural 

objects as well as familiar ones, which was not apparent from the matching time 

results. It also produces some preferences at higher LODs for the modified natural 

objects and the original man-made artifacts.

Importantly results show that, while saliency based simplification does work 

for natural objects, it actually reduces the visual quality of familiar man-made 

artifacts, a reason for this may be tha t in a lot of cases, man-made artifacts are 

related to a task and tha t prominent features may be defined by this. A wide
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variety of psychological research [HSMP03, LHOla, SHSOl, PHLOl] indicates th a t 

when tasks are involved a tten tion  is generally top-down, and not affected by the 

bottorn-up salient properties. For example, when a  p a rtic ip an t’s eye-movements 

were tracked while m aking a  snack [HayOO], results showed th a t  alm ost all of the 

fixations focussed on the task, rarely focussing elsewhere; suggesting th a t visual 

activ ity  is largely controlled by the task, so various tasks would m ean various 

different sets of prom inent features. C ater et al. [CCW03] also recently showed 

how task  sem antics can be used for selective rendering of scenes. Results also 

confirm our initial hypothesis th a t th is m ethod would not work so well on the 

sym m etric gear objects.

5.5 Concluding com m ents

O ur evaluation results suggest th a t simplifying to  a  low LOD using perceptual 

inform ation to  guide the process can enhance the visual quality  of n a tu ra l objects 

a t a  low LOD. However, results dem onstrate th a t for the  rnan-rnade artifacts this 

was not the case. One possible reason for this m ight be th a t  we adap ted  QSlirn 

to  incorporate the perceptual information. Perhaps, if ano ther tool {e.g., Vclust) 

had been used, this might have resulted in more positive results for the m an-m ade 

artifacts. A nother reason th a t suggests this could be the  case, are the findings 

of W atson et al. [WFMOl]. They point out th a t na tu ra l objects were more like 

the standard  when simplified using QSlirn. However, in the  case of the  man- 

m ade artifacts, objects were judged more sim ilar to  the  s tandard  when Vclust 

was used to  produce the simplified models. This deserves further investigation 

and it would be interesting to see if different results could be found if Vclust, as 

opposed to  QSlirn, was incorporated with the fixation da ta . Moreover, a selective 

simplification algorithm  could be developed in which, depending upon the  object 

type and a ttribu tes, different m ethods of simplification could be applied in order 

to produce the best solution.
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We decided as a further vahdatiori step to use the eye-tracker to gather the 

fixation data for participants while actually performing a version of these tasks, 

as it would be interesting to see if the prominent features determined through 

just viewing the objects are the same as those found during the tasks of naming, 

picture-picture matching and forced-choice preferences. We wished to confirm 

our previous results and determine whether the different natures of these tasks 

influenced where a participant fixated. Furthermore, we hoped tha t it would 

provide some better insights as to how salient features for man-made artifacts can 

be predicted. Perhaps, when there is some sort of task involved, like matching, 

prominent features will be studied and compared.
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Chapter 6

Validation

6.1 Introduction

Results from both the initial saliency determination experiment, described in 

Chapter 3 and out evaluation studies, described in Chapter 4, indicated that 

the heads of natural objects were particularly im portant features. We decided, as 

a final confirmation step, tha t it would be interesting to investigate if the actual 

features focussed upon during the three tasks fit in with these previous findings. 

We also kept in mind the lack of positive results for the man-made artifacts and 

the suggestion tha t perhaps prominent features for these objects would be heavily 

dependent on task.

6.2 Background on face ‘p op -out’

As discussed in Section 3.3, it is theorised by a great deal of researchers tha t 

attention is a two-staged selection mechanism. Processing in the pre-attentive 

stage of vision is thought to have unlimited capacity. Furthermore, it performs in 

parallel across the whole visual field; tha t is, it operates on a rmmber of different 

locations at the same time in a scene. One interesting phenomenon here is the 

contrast effect, where stimuli defined by a single feature dimension appear to
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‘pop-out’ of the display, regardless of their position. For example, one red dot 

among a set of green dots would a ttra c t the viewer’s a tten tion . The parallel levels 

of processing respond well to  a few parts of the scene and poorly to  everything 

else [IKOO]. The responses a t this level of processing are highly dependent on 

the context. Specifically, atten tion  is a ttrac ted  if stim uli are well contrasted  with 

their neighbours instead of being considered in isolation. Finally, pre-attentive 

processing seems to  behave in a  bottom -up marmer, independently  of strategic 

control. The d istribution of a tten tion  is therefore stim ulus driven, as the  scene 

draws a tten tion  to  locations or objects of possible in terest for further atten tive 

processing.

‘Pop-ou t’ of this kind has been evident during visual search tasks [WCG94]. 

It can be dem onstrated  by showing th a t processing is done in parallel and pre- 

attentively, when an increase in the num ber of d istractors results in a  minimal 

increase in reaction tim e during a task. Research on the  perception of hum an 

faces suggests th a t high-level representations such as faces are processed in a 

different m anner to  other objects, and th a t they activate unique cells in the brain.

One suggestion is th a t  hum an faces have a  ‘pop-out’ effect in a sim ilar m am ier 

to o ther basic elements like colour. B rain-injured patients, brain imaging studies, 

and behavioural results all appear to indicate a face-specific recognition system. 

One type of brain injury, term ed prosopagnosia, refers to  a  selective im pairm ent 

in face recognition only, not in object recognition. It results in an inability to 

recognise individual faces [Far92]. Tarr [TarOO] presents further evidence of a spe

cialised recognition processes for recognising faces. He shows th a t  a  prosopagnosic 

subject performed b e tte r a t m atching inverted faces than  upright faces, the op

posite of normal subjects. Farah et al. [FWDT94] provide additional evidence of 

this, where, in the case of a  prosopagnosia patient, im pairm ent was again greatest 

w ith upright faces. More recently, Hochstein et al. [HBH+04] and Hershler and 

Hochstein [HH03] found th a t hum an faces popped out from a  background of var

ied photograph distractors. Furtherm ore, they dem onstrated  th a t  th is effect does
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not generalise to  anim al faces.

In direct conflict w ith this, there is also evidence to  suggest th a t  faces are 

not accessed pre-attentively in parallel and do not ‘pop-ou t’ during visual search 

[BHF97, SC95]. In his experim ents, N othdurft [Not93] found th a t  test reaction 

tim e increased steeply with sample size, therefore suggesting serial search and no 

evidence to  support face ‘pop-out’. In their tests to  find out w hether special face 

cells exist, Kuehn and Jolicoeur [KJ94] showed th a t none of the search conditions 

involving d istractors containing face features resulted in ‘pop-ou t’ and only non 

face d istractors allowed a  face targe t to  ‘pop-out’. However, they conclude th a t 

they  cannot rule out the possibility th a t hum ans m ay have cells th a t  respond 

selectively to  faces.

Despite much research th a t suggests th a t faces do not ‘pop-ou t’, there is much 

evidence th a t  faces are trea ted  differently to  o ther objects by the  hum an visual 

system , as there is a  certain  biological significance of hum an faces and our famil

iarity  w ith them .

In their study, Suzuki and Cavanagh [SC95] used stim uli consisting of three 

features (up and down arcs) organised to form schem atic faces or pa tte rns of 

no significance. They showed th a t faces carm ot be ignored when presented as 

search non-targets, and th a t facial organisation has precedence over combined 

low-level features, even during a  feature search where low-level features would 

be more efficient. In the case of the ‘change-blindness’ paradigm , changing faces 

capture  a tten tion  more than  o ther types of changing objects [RRLOl]. Brown 

et al. [BHF97] showed th a t the ability of participants to  search for a  face in 

peripheral vision could be learned by training, b u t only for upright faces. Even 

though they did not find evidence th a t faces ‘pop-ou t’ imm ediately, their work 

suggested th a t faces have a special s ta tu s  in tasks th a t  require learning, i.e., 

participants benefited from training with the stimuli.

A lthough not addressing the issue of face ‘pop-ou t’, Lavie et al. [LRR03] con

clude th a t faces do play a  special role in atten tion . In their work it is dem onstrated
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tha t irrelevant faces are especially distracting, interfering even under conditions of 

high atteritional load, conditions tha t eliminate other kinds of interference. They 

present evidence tha t face processing may be automatic and mandatory, but their 

results are still inconclusive.

Utilising other object categories might also result in perceptual performance 

similar to those found for faces [GT97, GSGAOO]. Further, this could be acquired 

for other stimuli after some practice. Some research suggests tha t the specialised 

cells thought to be only for human face processing may be activated by other 

classes of stimuli. O ther research with prosopagnosia patients dem onstrated im

paired object recognition for objects and animals as well human faces [LC89]. This 

suggests tha t there might be a possibility tha t animals or maybe even animal faces 

could be treated in a similar fashion to human faces.

6.3 Validation experim ents 

6.3.1 Introduction

We carried out some further experiments to examine the eye-movements of partic

ipants while performing the tasks of naming, matching and making forced-choices. 

The idea was to examine if the prominent features found in the saliency experi

ment, which we took into consideration during simplification, were also the fea

tures tha t the participants focussed upon during the three types of experiments. 

However, for the naming and matching tasks, we made the decision to only use 

models at full levels of detail (LOD). Although using simplified models might have 

been quite interesting, we chose this approach because only models at full detail 

were used during the original saliency experiment. We were interested to see if 

the prominent features, such as the heads of the natural objects, the fins of the 

fish or the sides and the door handles of the cars still received a lot of attention. 

Furthermore, we were interested to see if the aspects of the objects tha t received
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the  most a tten tion  differed from task  to task, as it is well known th a t  task  strongly 

affects eye-rnovernents.

However, in the case of the forced-choice preference task , as in the  original 

experim ent, participants had to  view two simplified m odels and choose which of 

these models they  thought to  be more similar to  the  original model. O therwise, 

the  task  would have been meaningless, as bo th  choices would have been identical.

The fundam ental difference between the  experim ental tasks was th a t  nam ing 

was more like a memory task, as opposed to  the  m atching and preference exper

iments, which were comparison tasks. For naming, partic ipan ts were required to 

look a t an object and recall from memory w hat the  name of th a t  object was. Nam 

ing tim es m easured ease of recognition. As there was no o ther requirem ent other 

th an  to look a t the objects, we could examine if these objects had any particularly  

salient features th a t captured the partic ipan ts’ im m ediate or to ta l a tten tion , e . g . ,  

the  heads/faces of the natural objects, as it was likely th a t  they would look for a 

specific salient feature which would identify th a t object. For the m atching tim e 

and the forced-choice preference experim ents, participan ts simply had to  compare 

objects presented to them , with which they did not have to  be familiar, so it was 

less likely th a t a tten tion  would be draw n to any specific features bu t be more 

spread out over the objects. Unlike naming, these two predictors m easured visual 

difference ra ther th an  visual recognition. The difference between the m atching 

and the preference task  was th a t, for the m atching task , the partic ipan t had to 

choose an identical model and there was an obvious choice, bu t for the preference 

task, participants had to choose which of two simplified models they thought to 

be more similar to  the original model.

6.3.2 Participants and apparatus

Ten participants were involved in this experim ent. There were 8 males and 2 fe

males with ages ranging from 22 to  27 from various backgrounds. All participants
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had either normal or corrected to normal vision. The 10 participants took part 

in all three experiments, naming time, picture-picture matching time and forced- 

choice preference, in random order. These experiments were carried out as de

scribed before with some adjustments. We did not record responses, as these were 

determined in the previous experiments. Here we were only interested in where 

the participants fixated while doing the task. Participants were therefore required 

to wear the eye-tracker while carrying out the experiments. There were less trials 

in these experiments, and within each experiment trials were randomised.

6.3.3 M ethod

There were 37 trials in the naming time experiment and we used images of the 37 

models, consisting of 19 natural objects and 18 man-made artifacts at full LOD. 

In the validation experiment participants did not have to name any simplified 

models.

For the picture-picture matching experiment there were 20 trials, including 

five each for the animals, fish, cars and gears. All models were displayed on the 

screen, the example model on the left and the comparison models on the right, 

so comparing with models on a sheet of paper was not required. Otherwise, it 

would have been very difficult to accurately analyse fixation data. Furthermore, 

our aim was to compare results to the original saliency experiment which did not 

involve consulting any sheets of paper. Certainly the eye-rnovements will be quite 

different under these circumstances, but the areas of the objects fixated upon 

should not be, as the task still was to find the visual difference between objects 

and to match the ones that were the same. Again, during this experiment all 

models were at full detail for the same reason as stated above, so the task was to 

match the model on the left with the one on the right th a t was exactly the same. 

Another difference from the earlier experiment was that, instead of pressing a key, 

the choice was made by saying top, middle or bottom. This further reduced head
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movements and other actions that could effect eye-rnovements as participants did 

not have to fixate on the keyboard but only on the screen.

For the forced-choice preference experiment there were 28 trials: 8 natural 

objects, 8 man-made artifacts, 4 fish, 4 cars and 4 gears. These were similar to 

the matching time experiments. Participants had to view the screen with the 

example model on the top, and two comparison models on the bottom  of the 

screen and had to choose between the two by verbally specifying either left or 

right. The models were simplified to either 5% or 2% of the original detail using 

the modified and the original version of QSlirn, similar to the original experiments. 

Before each experiment there was a calibration procedure and participants had to 

focus on a dot prior to each trial for drift correction.

6.3.4 R esults

R esu lts for th e nam ing tim e experim ents

The EyeLink data viewer was used to generate fixation maps which allowed a 

“landscape” view to be created for a group of trials with the same background 

image in order to identify tlie informative parts of the display. This tool allows the 

user to set the standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution for each fixation 

point when creating a map, set the contrast between the fixation hotspots and the 

background and set the number of standard deviations extended for each fixation 

point when creating the map. Using the system recommended default values, 

we generated fixation maps for each image combining the results from all the 

participants.

Firstly we examined all fixations on each of the natural objects (see Figure 6.1). 

We cannot claim that the heads of the animals ‘popped-out’ pre-attentively but 

they were definitely salient features which attracted almost all of the participants’ 

attention, especially for the four-legged creatures, as was the case in the original 

saliency experiment. For models such as the ant, spider and raven this was also
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the case. For the shark, fish and dolphin, the head/face area received a significant 

amount of the viewers’ attention.

Figure 6.1: Fixation maps of all fixations for some natural objects in the naming 

time experiments.
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For the kangaroo, even though the head was an important aspect and received 

quite a lot of attention, the most prominent feature appeared to be the stomach 

area. Perhaps this was where participants would expect to see the pouch, a 

defining characteristic of a kangaroo. Similarly, the shell of the snail seemed to 

be focussed on the most.

We also examined whether attention was drawn to the head of the natural 

objects immediately. As in our earher saliency experiment, where this was the 

case, we examined first fixations averaged over all participants. When examining 

only the first fixations, attention seemed to be usually focussed upon the neck 

region (see Figure 6.2).

HOUND___________________  LION

#  %

PIG RAVEN

Figure 6.2: Fixation maps of all first fixations for some natural objects in the 

naming time experiments.

■
■
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Perhaps the participants were saccading towards the head, the most prominent 

feature, but under-estimated the distance and fixated fialf way there. However, 

when tfie average of the first and second fixations were used, it was indeed the 

case, as before, tha t faces were fixated upon immediately (see Figure 6.3).

DINOSAUR I PIG I RAVEN

Figure 6.3: Fixation maps of all first and second fixations for some natural objects 

in the naming time experiments.

Following this we examined the fixation maps for the man-made artifgicts (see 

Figure 6.4). In most cases attention was not drawn to any specific features. 

Generally the participants’ attention was centred on the area around the fixation 

dot th a t was present prior to the experiment. For the camera it seems tha t 

attention was drawn towards the writing, for the truck and the fighter je t towards 

the front, for the skateboard to the wheels and in these few cases attention was 

drawn to these aspects immediately. During the original saliency experiment 

there were a lot more salient features found, for example, the keys of the piano, 

the straps of the sandals etc. A  reason for this might be that, in this new task, 

participants were not forced to spend a certain amount of time examining the 

objects, as before. Objects disappeared from view as soon as they were named, nor
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were participants allowed to rotate them. Perhaps when a participant was forced 

to examine an object for a specific amount of time, with the task of memorising 

it, more features were focussed upon whereas, in the new task, the objects were 

recognised straight away without any in-depth examination of any features. This 

would make sense as it seemed that in many cases participants only focussed on 

the centre of the screen where the fixation dot appeared.

Figure 6.4: Fixation maps of all fixations for some man-made objects in the 

naming time experiments.

R esu lts for th e p icture-p icture m atching experim ents

These were carried out on the animal, car, fish and gear objects. We examined the 

animal objects first to see if, similar to the saliency and naming time experiments, 

the heads of these objects received the most attention (see Figure 6.5). During 

the task of matching, the example models on the left only received a very small 

amount of attention, mainly around the centre of the object; the heads did not 

appear to be prominent features at all. However, for the comparison models on 

the right of the screen, the heads were the focus of attention, as before.
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Figure 6.5: Fixation maps of all fixations for the matching time experiments for 

some animal objects.

The region of interest seemed to be much larger than in the naming task, so 

the upper body also got a significant amount of attention. This could be due to 

the nature of the task, as participants might have overshot while looking back and 

forward. From examining a few of the individual results, we detected a pattern of 

saccading from where the eyes landed on an object to the neck and then to the 

face region before moving onto the next object. However, this effect would need 

further investigation to confirm. Another effect of the task nature was that the 

objects in the middle seemed to get most of the attention, regardless of whether 

they were the correct object or not. Initially attention was drawn to either the 

body of the example model or the head of the middle comparison model. After
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five fixations, the example objects seemed to be examined only a little more and 

the upper body of all three comparison models had received attention, but mostly 

the middle one and the correct answer.

For the fish objects it seemed tha t the tendency was to examine the correct 

answer more than the middle object, though generally the middle objects did get 

some attention (see Figure 6.6).

FISHFISH

GEARGEAR

Figure 6.6: Fixation maps of all fixations for the matching time experiments for 

some fish and gear objects.
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Perhaps this was due to the similarity of all the fish objects, (these were all 

exemplars of fish objects so were more similar to each other than the natural 

objects). It is therefore possible that it required more attention to confirm that 

the correct object had been chosen for an unfamiliar object than a familiar one. 

Attention was more widespread than for the animal objects but the front half 

still received more attention. This could also be dependent on the familiarity 

of the objects, as perhaps more aspects of these objects had to be examined to 

confirm that the correct object had been chosen. As with the animal objects, 

initially attention was focussed on the example models or the upper half of the 

middle comparison ones. For the fish objects, results do not compare so well to 

the original saliency experiment. The fins of the fish got attention in a few cases 

but were not particularly prominent features.

Despite the fact that in the original saliency experiments the car models did 

appear to have some prominent features, there were none found here, with atten

tion being distributed equally all over the full model. Perhaps this was due to the 

task nature or that participants were not allowed to rotate the objects. Similar to 

the original saliency experiment, attention was spread all over the gear objects.

R esults for the forced-choice preference exp erim en ts

In the forced-choice experiments, we compared two different simplifications of the 

same model. Again, like matching, attention was more widespread than for the 

naming task. In these tests the heads of the natural objects received attention but 

to a lesser extent (see Figure 6.7). However, in most cases participants examined 

the upper body more and the head of at least one of the objects. There does not 

appear to be any bias towards the left or the right object or any additional time 

spent studying the original or the modified versions of the models. However, from 

an examination of individual results, the tendency is to examine the left object 

before the object on the right, which fits in with the left right reading bias.

For the man-made objects, similar to the naming time tasks, attention was
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Figure 6.7: Fixation maps of all fixations for the forced-choice experiments for 

some animal objects.

mainly focussed on the centre of the objects (see Figure 6.8). For the fish objects, 

to some extent the front half of the comparison objects received more attention. 

Again, for the cars and gears, there does not appear to be any prominent features.
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Figure 6.8: Fixation maps of all fixations for the forced-choice experiments for 

some man-made (1st row) and fish objects (2nd and 3rd row).

6.4 Concluding com m ents

These results confirm our hypothesis that the heads of natural objects are very 

important features. Although it has been shown before that the ‘pop-out’ effect 

for highly salient categories such as human faces does not generalise to animal 

faces [HH03] and that the degree of animal face ‘pop-out’ is extremely vari

able [HBH+04] our results have demonstrated that the heads of these natural 

objects are particularly salient. We are not claiming that they are processed 

pre-attentively or in parallel. However, when the task involves recognising one
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of these natural objects, as in the naming time experiments, attention is drawn 

immediately to the head and is retained there, particularly for the four-legged an

imals. Although not all of the results reported are in agreement with the original 

saliency experiment, results for naming the natural objects in particular are, and 

to a lesser extent the matching and forced-choice tasks. This is further backed up 

by our previous evaluation experiments which shows positive naming, matching 

and forced-choice preference results for the natural objects at low LODs when 

they are simplified using the modified version of QSlim. However, the type of 

task affects the extent of this, with the area of focus extended in the case of the 

comparison task. The under/over-estirnation of the distance may be the reason 

that the upper body of the objects received a lot of the attention as opposed to 

just the head. Another consequence of the layout of the matching task was that 

the middle object received extra attention.

With the exception of a few cases, in the naming time experiment participants 

did not pay special attention to any features of the man-made artifacts, car or 

gear objects. Regardless of the task, participants generally focussed on the centre 

of these objects. For the man-made artifacts and car objects, results do not 

correspond exactly to those of the original saliency experiment. This might explain 

why no positive results were found for these objects during the naming, picture- 

picture matching and forced choice preference experiments. Unfortunately, these 

results don’t provide any further insights into what determines the prominent 

features of these man-made objects, except that they are not affected by tasks 

of this nature. It does not seem that attention is drawn to any specific aspects. 

Perhaps this is a result of the passive nature of these tasks, as there is no user 

interaction with objects involved here. Despite this, there is a large amount of 

research from the psychology field, which clearly shows that attention is controlled 

by a task [LHOla]. It is very likely that more promising results could be obtained 

with a placement or a more natural task. Perhaps, salient features defined by 

a task are only found when there is some form of manipulation involved in the
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task and not when the objects are just viewed, as was the case in these studies. 

However, we have to confirm that this holds true in a virtual setup before salient 

features of such objects can be ascertained. To this end, we built a framework so 

that we could compare task performance in a real and virtual environment.
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C hapter 7

Com paring Task Perform ance in 

R eal and V irtual Scenes

7.1 Im plem entation

7.1.1 Introduction

A lot of the psychological research on tasks, dem onstrates th a t  participants only 

fixate aspects related to  the  current task. Therefore, as a tten tion  is directed vol

untarily  towards object of current interest control is m ostly top-down, and hardly 

influenced by the fundam ental salience of the objects. This m ay also explain why 

we had difficultly finding any salient features for the  m an-m ade artifacts in our 

previous study. Perhaps, a study of the landm arks critical for task  control as 

described by Johansson et al. [JWBFOl] would be more insightful. As described 

in the literature, we want to examine the eye-movements of participan ts while 

they carry out various 3D tasks in a  real world situation , b u t we want to  extend 

th is idea by comparing the eye-rnovernent results to  those found for a sim ilar task 

carried out in a  m atching virtual environm ent. In our framework, we try  our 

best to  m aintain as much correspondence as possible between our real and virtual 

erivirornnent.
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Driven by previous research and as a step  towards the  goal of finding ways to 

au tom atically  detect salient features of m an-m ade artifacts, th is chapter is dedi

cated  to  the framework we implem ented and related experim entation. We wish to  

exam ine task  performance in a tru ly  interactive, m ultisensory environm ent. We 

give an account of how we used realistic graphics, back projection, haptics and 

rapid prototyping to replicate as accurately as possible a  real world scene which 

we have created and the interaction w ith this world using haptics. For our investi

gation regarding tasks, we recorded eye-movernents in a  real and virtual situation  

and com pared them . Following this, we describe some experim ents carried out 

using eye-tracking in the evaluation and discuss some of the results th a t  we found.

7.1.2 Real environment

The real scene consisted of a five-sided box and a selection of physical models. The 

box is painted m atte  white, of dimensions 90x90x90 cm, as described by Morvan 

and M cN am ara [MM03]. The box is divided equally into three regions using two 

horizontal shelves and is placed on a table 73 cm above the ground (see Figure 

7.1). The environm ent is lit by a single 150 W  bulb placed above a  square 7x11 

cm opening in the  top of the box. The two shelves are partitioned  a t the centre so 

th a t  each box region has a different illum ination level. D irecting the  light in this 

way makes it easier to realistically model the lighting conditions on the com puter 

(harder shadows, less indirect light, etc.). An ad justab le chair is positioned in 

front of the box.

The selection of physical models in the scene were generated from freely avail

able data . We had five model types; the  Stanford bunny, U tah teapo t, cow, dragon 

and a block object. These models were fabricated using a  Dimension 3D printer, 

as follows; 3D models are constructed from the bo ttom  up, one layer a t a  tim e, 

w ith acrylnitrile butadene styrene (ABS) plastic. C atalyst software is used to  im

po rt STL files. Then the device slices and orients the  parts  and makes the support
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Figure 7.1: Real eiivironiiieiit.

structures needed. The printer then follows the exact path  th a t the software plots 

for it. The plastic is heated to a semi-liquid state and deposited as very fine layers 

and, finally, all support structures are removed by hand.

These models were painted in m atte grey to increase contrast with the back

ground environment. A range of luminances were provided by painting them in 5 

different shades of grey.

Interaction with the scene was carried out using a 54 cm long plastic hand-held 

rod. Plastic hooks were attached to the top of these models to allow them  to be 

picked up and repositioned easily using the plastic rod. This form of interaction 

was chosen as it closely resembles the sensation experienced when lifting up virtual 

objects with the haptic input device tha t we used in the virtual environment.
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7.2 V irtual environment

The experience of interacting with the real environment was created on computer 

by back projecting an OpenGL application onto a projection screen. In an attem pt 

to match accommodative and vergerice distances between the real and virtual 

environments we place this screen the same distance from the participant as the 

physical box in the real world experiments, and adjust the size of the projected 

box so tha t it matches the dimensions of the front face of the physical box.

The application was back projected onto a Filmscreen 150 canvas using a high 

quality DLP projector. However, we experienced a major problem using the eye- 

tracker’s scene camera with a single-chip DLP projector. These projectors beam 

white light through a spinning colour wheel which filters it into red, green and 

blue components sequentially in time. Strobing effects result due to the insufficient 

sampling rate of the scene camera. A solution to this problem would be to use a 

three-chip DLP projector instead which should prevent colour cycling since red, 

green and blue colour components are displayed simultaneously.

Models of the box and rod were reproduced in Autodesk 3ds Max and the rest 

of the objects were appropriately rescaled, and appended with hook models, to 

match their 3D-printed, real world counterparts.

The scene was viewed from a fixed camera pose, chosen to match the viewpoint 

of the real world setup. Since the box and the surrounding enviromnent remained 

static for the duration of the experiment, we decided to use a background image 

in place of an OpenGL rendering of the box for increased realism (see Figure 7.2). 

The sequence of rendering steps is as follows. First we render the box geometry. 

Next we copy a full-screen image of the box into the frame-buffer, with depth 

buffer writes disabled. Finally we render the remaining object models. Note that, 

even though we overwrite the OpenGL rendering of the box geometry, this step 

is necessary in order to update the depth buffer so th a t the other objects are 

correctly sorted into the background plate.
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Figure 7.2; Virtual environment.

To capture the background image, we photographed the real box with a digital 

camera which was matched to the virtual camera pose by adjusting its position, 

orientation and focal length. It was difficult to obtain a single photograph without 

over or under exposing certain areas so, in order to gain full control over the local 

exposure, a series of photographs were taken, from which a high dynamic range 

photograph of the box was constructed in HDRShop. This was then converted 

into a tone-mapped low dynamic range image to account for the detail visible 

to the human eye under the extreme range of brightnesses present in the real 

environment. Finally, the image was warped to correct the perspective and barrel 

distortion.

The dynamic scene elements were lit using a single, downward-pointing OperiGL 

directional light, appropriately attenuated to account for the differing light levels
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in each box region. We found tha t this simple local illumination model provided 

sufficient realism. More advanced lighting models, such as those based on pre

computed radiance transfer [SKS02], provide greater physical accuracy and may 

be more appropriate for other scenes. Using the stencil buffer and clipping planes, 

semi-transparent hard shadows were rendered by plane projecting model geome

try onto the shelves in the direction of the light source, and fading their intensity 

based on the height of the object above the shelf. Again, we found th a t this 

simple shadow model suited our needs even though more complex alternatives 

such as shadow mapping or shadow volumes [HLHS03] would have improved re

alism by potentially supporting effects such as shadow casting between objects, 

self-shadowing and soft shadows.

A Phantom  Premium 6D 0F device was used to interact with our scene. Using 

this haptic device, it was possible to move a rod model around the scene (see 

Figure 7.3). For manipulation, objects were “picked up” by pressing and holding 

the Phantom switch when the rod was within range of the object’s hook. Once 

selected, participants felt inertia, weight and collision forces on the Phantom. Due 

to the difficulty of computing stable haptic forces between groups of arbitrary 

meshes in contact, we chose to simplify the collision detection and force feedback 

problems by treating all objects as axis-aligned boxes, including the geometry of 

the five-sided box.
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Figure 7.3: Projected virtual environment (front projected onto a white w'all to 

produce a higher quality photograph) with the Phantom  haptic device.

Haptic forces were computed by treating the selected object as a dynamic 

rigid body to which weight, damping and penalty-based collision forces are ap

plied. Under the assumption of constant density, we set the mass of each object 

proportional to its computed volume. Collision detection was performed by ana

lytically computing intersection times between static boxes and swept boxes. Even 

though the objects were always drawn in a collision-free position, internally, the 

boxes were allowed to intersect each other in order to provide penetration depth 

information from which stable haptic forces could be computed. The Phantom  

feedback force tha t resulted from movement of the dynamic body was calculated 

by coupling the body’s centre of mass to the Phantom  position with a simulated 

spring and setting the feedback force proportional to the spring tension force.
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This model accurately simulates the sensation of lifting and dragging objects with 

the rod in the real world.

7.3 Prelim inary experim ents

7.3.1 Participants and stim uli

Eight people participated in this experiment, 7 males and 1 female, all from a 

Computer Science background. All participants had either normal or corrected 

to normal vision. Four of these performed tasks in the real environment and 4 in 

the virtual setup.

A pparatus for this experiment consisted of the framework described in the 

previous sections. During the experiments, the EyeLink II eye-tracker with scene 

camera was used to obtain the necessary eye-movement data  (see Section 4.2).

Stimuli for this experiment consisted of 5 different models; cow, bunny, teapot, 

dragon and a block object. For each, there was the 3D printed version and the 

corresponding computer generated version. We used a t least 3 copies of each of 

these models but no more than 5 copies of any specific template. There were 

five different shades of grey used for the painting. We will refer to the shades as 

dark, dark-medium, medium, medium-light and light shaded models (increasing 

in luminance from dark to light). All five models were presented in at least one 

dark, medium and light shaded form. All painted models had an appropriately 

shaded virtual counterpart.

7.3.2 M ethod

Prior to the real experiment, the participants were seated in front of the box, 

and the height of the chair was adjusted to control eye level and field of view. 

Participants were instructed to interact with the scene by m anipulating a selection 

of physical models. They were given a demonstration, followed by a practice
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session to move the objects around using the plastic rod. Similarly, in the virtual 

case, participants were seated in front of the display, the chair was adjusted, 

they were given a  demonstration and a trial run to interact with the scene using 

the Phantom  device. This lasted as long as it took for the participants to feel 

comfortable with the device. Model configurations were designed in advance and 

saved using an interactive editor built into our application.

Following either of these scenarios, participants were seated in front of the sub

ject PC. Next, eye-tracker and scene camera setup was performed, this included 

scene camera alignment, display area detection, calibration and depth correc

tion using the scene camera DV application on the subject PC. Following this, 

the participants w'ere moved back to the previously adjusted seat in front of the 

real/virtual setup.

Participants carried out two placement tasks in the real/virtual envirornnent. 

In one task, participants had to organise the models on the shelves according 

to luminance. Fifteen of the models were used in this experiment. The 5 dark, 

medium and light shaded models were placed randomly in the box. Participants 

were given the instruction to place the dark shaded objects on the top shelf, the 

medium shaded objects on the middle shelf and the light shaded objects on the 

bottom  shelf.

For the second task we used 16 of these models, 8 natural objects and 8 man- 

made artifacts. Prior to the experiment, objects were placed randomly on the top 

and bottom  shelves of the box. In this task, participants were told to arrange the 

objects depending on their type. They were told to place all natural objects on 

the left side of the middle shelf and man-made artifacts on the right side.

7.3 .3  P relim inary resu lts

The EyeLink II system generates output files in the EDF (EyeLink D ata File) 

format. This output file contains information on event types such as fixations,
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saccades, blinks etc. The EyeLiuk D ata  Viewer is the tool we used during our 

analysis th a t allows the display, filtering, and report ou tp u t of the  EyeLink II 

E D F d a ta  files. This software has three viewing inodes; a  spatia l overlay view, a 

tem poral graph view, and an anim ation view. The user can specify which event 

types to  display, including fixations, saccades, blinks, messages, and buttons. In 

our analysis we used the inform ation regarding fixations and saccades. We found 

the  to ta l num ber of fixation and saccades and the average fixation duration  and 

saccade am plitude from the m oment the participants began the task  until they 

signalled completion. Moreover, we studied the video footage from the the  scene 

cam era, which included an overlay of each p artic ipan t’s gaze position.

The tasks took longer to perform in the v irtual envirornnent, which is not 

surprising. The num ber of saccades and fixations could not be com pared, as the 

tria ls took different lengths of time. However we found interesting results for the 

average fixation duration. In bo th  tasks, the average, m inim um  and ma:ximurn 

fixation duration  was longer in the v irtual setup (see Figure 7.4). Additionally, 

for the  lum inance task only tlie the average, m ininm m  and m axim um  saccade 

am plitude was greater in the virtual environm ent(see Figure 7.5).

O BJECT CATEGORYTASKOBJECT LUMMANCE TASK

C 300

average rnaxim nn

Figure 7.4: Com paring fixation duration in the real and v irtual world.
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Figure 7.5: Comparing saccade amplitude in the real and virtual world.

In the real and virtual environments, the average saccade amplitude, which is 

the distance covered by a saccade, was greater for the luminance task than the 

object task for all participants (see Figure 7.6). However, the fixation duration was 

only greater for the luminance task than the object task in the virtual envirornnent 

(see Figure 7.7).

REAL WORLD TASK

■  Luminance

■  Ca(ego>Y

PereonSPereonlPerjonSPefSOnJ

Figure 7.6: The effects of task type on saccade amplitude.
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Figure 7.7: The eflFects of task type on fixation duration.

TASK SETUP TASK DURATION FIX DURATION SACCADE AMPLITUDE

Luminance real 77secs 264msec 6.1deg

Luminance virtual 136secs 353msec 6.5deg

Object type real 53secs 284msec 4.8deg

Object type virtual 79secs 403msec 4.5deg

Table 7.1: Average results over all participants for the task duration, saccade 

amplitude and fixation durations during the trials.

This demonstrates tha t the nature of the task has a similar influence on saccade 

amplitude in the real and virtual setup (see Table 7.1).

Some patterns were identified in the eye-movement data  of the majority of 

participants during the examination of the scene camera data. In the real world 

setup, we also found evidence of look ahead fixations as in [PCBBOl]. This occurs 

when objects of future interactions were foveated before they were needed, i.e., 

when the next object to be picked up was fixated during the placement of the 

current object. It appears that, prior to placement, participants look ahead for 

free space to place the current object down. Surprisingly, it appears tha t the 

majority of participants fixate on the objects on either side of the free space and 

not on the free space itself. Furthermore, if a possible collision object can be 

picked up next, participants generally go for it with little or no regard for other 

pick-up options. They do not examine if there is free space for an object until after



it is picked up. There is relatively little fixation on the rod, as the objects seem 

to get the majority of attention. When placing an object, participants perform 

advance planning, by fixating the next object they will pick up. There are some 

differences between participants, as some are more efficient and some people tend 

to look around. Most people seemed to adopt a strategy of picking up objects 

sorted by distance from the previously placed one.

In the virtual situation fixations were far more concentrated on the objects 

involved in the current manipulation. Unlike the real world scenario, participants 

did not look-ahead and plan for future actions when the object was fixed on the 

rod, but strictly followed the object being moved with their eyes. Hence, the 

tendency was not to plan for the next step with fixations, but to deal with one 

object a t a time. Participants almost exclusively attended to objects tha t were 

part of the task in hand with no consideration for future events, in the virtual 

setup. This was supported by the fact tha t the average fixation duration was 

greater in the virtual world.

7.3 .4  C oncluding com m ents

It is im portant to note that results reported here are only from preliminary ex

periments, to provide some initial insights. As the study uses a between-subject 

design and the number of participants involved was too small, we did not perform 

any statistical significance tests on the results. In the future, the study should 

be repeated on a bigger group of participants and a proper statistical evaluation 

preformed.

The most striking information found in these exploratory results was that, in 

the virtual scene, fixations were more concentrated on the object currently being 

manipulated. Moreover, the average fixation duration was longer in the virtual 

setup. Subjects generally looked around when the object was on the rod in the real 

scenario, but eye-movernents strictly followed the object tha t was being moved in
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th e  v irtual world. In the v irtual setup, eye-inovenients were a lot more limited, 

as the p a tte rn  was to  deal with one object a t a tim e w ith little  or no advanced 

planning.

These results indicate th a t m anipulation in a v irtual environm ent of th is kind 

requires focussed atten tion , lim iting the participants ability to  plan ahead as is the 

na tu ra l th ing to  do in a  real world situation. Also, the figures found for saccade 

am plitude would suggest th a t  the  natu re  of the tasks have sim ilar effects in the 

real and virtual environm ent. However, an investigation using a larger num ber 

of participants, on how perform ance varies after some practice runs would be 

interesting, as it is likely th a t novice users require more focused a tten tion  to  carry 

ou t a specific task  than  an experienced one.

A nother possible direction of this research would be to find ways to  counter

ac t the lim itations of the v irtual environm ent, in com parison to  its real world 

counterpart. Extensive practice in the v irtual setup  m ay have an effect. An ad

ditional idea would be to, perhaps, com pensate in some way for the  consum ption 

of a tten tion  by the current m anipulation by using well known techniques such as 

previewuig [OF04]. W hereby, the participant would be assisted by viewing certain 

properties of the scene prior to  the task.

Conversely, there is much room for exploitation here. It has been shown th a t 

tasks consume a tten tion  [PHLOl], and th a t  non-task related  areas of an image 

can be rendered in less detail [CCW03] with no loss in fidelity. This suggests th a t 

the visual fidelity of many aspect of a v irtual environm ent could be rendered a t a 

lower quality, reducing the  com putational power needed, as a tten tion  is so totally  

consumed in this s ituation  by the current task, to  an even greater ex ten t than  in 

the real world.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and Future Work

This chapter provides an overall discussion of the work described in this thesis. 

Moreover, some limitations of this work are pointed out as well as some avenues 

for future research.

8.1 Summary

In this thesis we described our research in which we examined whether visual 

fidelity could be improved by emphasising the detail of automatically-detected 

salient features of models at the expense of unim portant areas. There were pos

itive results for natural objects at a low level of detail. Following this we were 

still interested in finding out how the salient features of man-made artifacts were 

determined. Psychological research points to them being task related. There

fore, to study the effects of task further, we built a framework which allowed the 

comparison of task performance in a real and virtual situation.

In our first experiment, the saliency data  ascertained using the eye-tracking 

device indicated tha t there were prominent features in the case of certain model 

types. We examined naming time, picture-picture matching time and forced- 

choice preference values for models simplified using the original version of QSlim 

and the modified version of this software, to test if our saliency guided simpli-
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fication actually improves the visual fidelity of simplified models. Our first set 

of evaluation results showed that the modified form of simplification produced 

better naming time results on familiar natural objects a t a low level of detail 

(LOD). Matching times also suggest that low level familiar natural objects can 

have their visual quality enhanced by using saliency data. Preferences responded 

most strongly, showing that our methods had more of an effect on visual difference 

detection than visual recognition. This metric is a more efficient predictor for this 

type of study because it forces the participant to make a relative judgement. It 

reports, which objects the participant consciously chose to be a better represen

tation of the original, thus, determining which form of simplification produces the 

object with the higher visual quality. It provides insights, not into how easily 

an object can be recognised but into its visual similarity to the original highly 

detailed model. Results show that our saliency based simplification approach can 

work for non-farniliar natural objects as well as familiar ones, but not for man- 

made artifacts. There are promising results for natural objects at low LODs and 

it seems that, if their prominent features are preserved, the task of recognising 

these objects is made easier.

In the final experiment involving these objects, we confirmed previous results 

found. The prominent features found during the saliency experiment were actu

ally those focussed upon during the tasks of naming, matching and forced-choice 

preferences, but only in those cases where the visual fidelity of the model was 

improved. Fixation data from the naming task dem onstrated this in particular; 

when the task was simply to identify the natural objects, attention was immedi

ately drawn to the heads of these objects and almost all fixations were focussed 

here, with little or no attention given elsewhere in many cases. Although in the 

saliency experiment it appeared that there were prominent features for the cars 

and some of the man-made artifacts, these results showed tha t participants tended 

to look only at the centre of the object, which was consistent with our evaluation 

results: i.e., tha t saliency information on man-made artifacts retained during sirn-
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plification does not improve the naming time, picture-pictm'e matching time or 

forced-choice preference results for man-made artifacts, car or gear models. Per

haps we would be more likely to find a positive result for the man-made artifacts 

if the task was specifically related to an object’s function rather than the more 

general tasks of recognising and comparing. For example, it is possible th a t the 

spout of a teapot would received particular attention when pouring a cup of tea.

We are aware tha t it is not feasible to perform eye-tracking on every known 

object and that other factors such as viewpoints and textures play a role in visual 

fidehty too. Furthermore, the goal of our research was not to convince others 

to use an eye-tracker - rather it serves to provide further insights into the role 

of saliency in model simplification. Although the use of visual saliency does not 

appear to be beneficial at all LODs, it provides useful insights which could be 

used when rendering scenes tha t contain a very large number of objects, like 

during crowd simulation. Results show tha t this may also be relevant for user- 

guided simplification, as similar difficulties would arise when attem pting to select 

salient features for such models by hand. Given tha t we know the salient features 

of models, either by eye-trackiiig or user selection like in recent work [KG03, 

PS03], we have experimentally established tha t using this data  as weights in the 

simplification process can help to preserve the visual fidelity of low quality natural 

models for longer.

Following these findings, we realised tha t it would to be more complicated to 

find the salient features for the the man-made artifacts. In fact, it is more likely 

tha t the salient features of such objects vary depending upon the current task. It 

has been shown tha t visual attention is largely controlled by task during many 

studies from the field of visual perception. We want to examine what controls the 

salient features of man-made artifacts. However, before it is possible to transfer 

these insights about tasks from the psychology domain to the computer graphics 

field, further investigation is needed. In an ideal virtual system, a participant 

would believe they were performing the real world task. Current virtual reality
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system s are not yet developed to  such a degree of reahty, as shown by several 

studies [TWG"''04], so it is almost certain th a t  task  perform ance in a  v irtual 

environm ent will differ from the real world. W ith  this in mind, we developed 

a  framework in which we tried to  m aintain as much correspondence as possible 

between the  two setups, in order to establish the  differences in eye-movernerits 

during real world and virtual tasks.

We described the framework in detail followed by an account of some exper

im ents th a t we carried out on it. Prelim inary findings th a t the average fixation 

duration  was greater when tasks were performed in the v irtual world established 

th a t  there are indeed some significant differences between the  two situation . Prom 

further analysis of the video overlay of participants during these tasks, it is clear 

th a t  eye-movements are far more constrained under the v irtual circum stances. 

Perhaps, th is could be improved with more practice. Considerable more focus is 

needed for the task  in hand in the virtual situation.

T he study  described is very preliminary; a  broader investigation, involving a 

variation of tasks w ithin this framework is necessary. Despite the fact th a t  airtight 

conclusions caim ot be drawn from these exploratory tests, fixation duration  and 

eye-movement pa tterns do indicate there is room for further investigation in this 

area and th a t there is potential for some interesting results. We hope th a t this 

will encourage further tests in the area and th a t our framework will be useful 

for finding some of the effects on eye-movements th a t  arise for tasks in a  v irtual 

environm ent.

8.2 Limitations

1. It is not plausible to perform eye-tracking on every known object, therefore 

general insights have to be found in order for this to  be useful, e.g., the 

heads of the natural objects being prom inent features.
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2. There are other factors sucli as contexts, viewpoints and tex tures which play 

a role in visual fidelity which we haven’t taken into consideration.

3. Regarding our framework, there are still significant differences between the 

real and virtual worlds. Extensions th a t could be m ade to  the current frame

work include a  back projection with stereoscopic display, sound and head 

tracking.

4. In order to  com pare tasks in a  m anner in which the  real and v irtual worlds 

were similar, objects had to be m anipulated using a rod, which is no t a very 

natu ra l of task.

8.3 Future work

Similar experim ents could be carried out under different scenarios, e.g., the table 

scene shown in Figure 8.1, w ithout requiring m ajor m odifications to our frame

work. However, using the rod as a  means of interaction, as described above, would 

be inappropriate hi this case.

Figure 8.1: The tab le  setup.

It is difficult to find a means of in teracting with real world objects which can be 

faithfully reproduced in the v irtual world. O ther options include the use of d a ta
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gloves and m otion capture, which may be more appropriate  for scenes th a t  require 

m ore control over object m anipulation. Hand [Han97] exam ines some interaction 

techniques which have been developed for object m anipulation, navigation and 

application control in 3D virtual environm ents.

The m ost im portan t discrepancy between our current real and v irtual environ

m ents may be the lack of stereo vision in the  virtual environm ent. We would like 

to  address th is by augm enting our framework with a  back projection stereoscopic 

display which will allow us to  m easure the effect of stereopsis on task  perfor

m ance in v irtual environm ents. Alternatively, the real world could be m ade more 

like the virtual s ituation  by simply covering up one of the partic ipan ts eyes. We 

have recently installed a  Vicon optical m otion capture system  and will use th is to 

exam ine m otion parallax effects by tracking the head m ovem ent of participants, 

thereby allowing a dynam ic viewpoint in our software.

The influence of sound on task  performance is another a rea  of interest. It was 

found th a t sound can affect visual perception in certain  circum stances [RedOl]. 

Partic ipan ts incorrectly counted a  small rmmber of visual stim uli when they were 

accom panied by a  short beep, which illustrates a complex in teraction between the 

senses. Clearly, there are many sensory factors th a t  can in terac t and affect how 

we perceive our world [Wei].

From an evaluation perspective, more experim ents need to  be carried out on 

the framework. So far, we have only examined eye-niovenients for a  small num ber 

of participants during two placem ent tasks. It would be in teresting to  see the 

difference in fixation patterns between various types of tasks. Future  experim ents 

on the framework could involve more participants carrying out a  wider variety of 

tasks, e.g., passive, m anipulation, counting and memory, in addition  to  placem ent 

tasks. It would be interesting to  see if there were any prom inent features found for 

passive tasks, as we d idn ’t  find any for the m an-m ade artifacts during the  naming, 

m atching and forced-choice tasks. Finally, it would be useful to  fu rther investigate 

how eye-movements varied during different sorts of m anipulation tasks.
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The interesting observation abou t average fixation length m erits fu rther study. 

Perhaps in the future this could be used as a m easure to  com pare how sim ilar the 

real and virtual setups are. As it seems like more a tten tion  to  the current object 

is needed to  perform  the same task  in the virtual environm ent, taking this a 

step  further it would be interesting to  review ways to  facilitate the user, to  make 

m anipulation easier and closer to  the real world experience.

Possibilities include looking for the salient object features during specific tasks 

and determ ining w hether enhancing these aspects would increase the visual fidelity 

of simplified models if they were used during a  tasks [HH004]. Perhaps, like C ater 

et al. [CCW03], enhancing the task  related object a t the  expense of less relevant 

objects could make it easier for the participant. Also, it would be interesting to 

investigate how the  salient features of the natu ra l objects would be determ ined 

during a task, i.e., would it be a com bination of top-dow n and bo ttom -up  visual 

a tten tion , a  m ixture of the salient features such as the head and the task  related 

aspect of these objects?

O ther phenom ena such as prim ing could be looked a t, which is a  change in the 

ability to  process an object produced by prior exposure to  th a t object [SBOl]. In 

general, prior exposure to an object results in faster identification of th a t  object 

the next tim e it is encountered. Maljkovic and Nakayam a [MN94] showed th a t 

search was facilitated when the colour of the target was repeated  on the next 

trial. Thus, a  stim ulus should be found more quickly the  second tim e th a t  display 

is viewed; the prim e doesn’t  have to  be identical to  the  targe t in order to  assist 

prim ing {e.g., sem antic prim ing). Practices such as prim ing through previewing 

various aspects of objects also has the potential to  be interesting. Olds and Fockler 

[OF04] examined the  effects of previewing or viewing one aspect of a  search display 

prior to  a task, either colour or orientation, in order to  determ ine w hat subset of 

display inform ation was most useful. Few positive results were found until both  

previews were presented in succession. They showed th a t  conjunction previewing 

was m ost effective, more specifically when first the colour and then  the orientation
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was previewed.

In our current system  previewing is im plem ented, by changing the colour of 

a  models hook when the rod is in a position to  select or pick it up. This design 

decision was taken to  make the task  easier for the user. In addition, o ther aspects 

of the  scene could be exposed in a  prelude to  a  task. Especially, where the users are 

novices, colour changes could be used to indicate w hat objects should be picked 

up next or prior indicators of where objects should be placed could also facilitate 

the  user. On the other hand, prim ing has a parallel w ith the  users experience. 

O ur results are taken only from as small num ber of novice users. It needs to 

be explored further w hether or not eye-movement pa tte rns would be affected by 

increases in fam iliarity with our framework.

W atson et al. [WWWR03] showed th a t  it is crucial to  control delay when 

placem ent is difficult. Furtherniore, they dem onstrated  th a t previewing decreases 

placem ent tim es directly and w ith previewing, more delay can be to lerated  even 

when the  task  is difficult. Overall perform ance is improved w ith previewing, by 

reducing the effects of difficulty and lim iting the im pact of delay, so perhaps it is 

possible th a t o ther aspects of perform ance may also be affected, such as length of 

fixation when carrying out some simple tasks. M aybe this m echanism  could be 

used to  m oderate the effects th a t a v irtual world has on perform ance as m easured 

by fixation length compared to the real world. A nother exam ple of the  benefits of 

previewing is in the case of vehicle control tasks, where previewing the necessary 

inpu t can com pensate for delay [Wic86].

Finally, another interesting idea m ight be guiding the users a tten tion  during 

a  task. Halper et al. [HMDS05] show th a t non-photorealistic rendering can play 

a  subtle, yet effective, role in guiding judgem ent and subsequent interactions. 

An exam ination of additional cues th a t could be used to  augm ent the  v irtual 

environm ent may also result in improved task  performance.
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